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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Urban Development Institute of Australia represents the urban development industry in its entirety. 
In doing so, we give a voice to home buyers across the country and have a unique perspective of the 
factors that impact the delivery and cost of new housing and new communities, both in metropolitan 
and regional areas. 

The urban development industry is a fundamental foundation of the Victorian economy. Adding over 
$10 billion dollars to the Victorian economy and contributing to more than 120,000 jobs throughout 
Victoria, the residential development sector is a key driver for jobs and investment.  

The Victorian Government’s Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper provides a timely opportunity to 
review government policy that provides direction and guidance for the evolution of Melbourne into the 
future.  The Institute welcomes the opportunity to play a key role in the discussion and to give new 
home buyers, the future residents of Melbourne, a voice on important issues including housing 
affordability, housing choice and accessibility and the overall liveability of our communities. 

However, with Victoria’s continuing population growth, there is a number of realities that must be 
embraced. The Institute has grave concerns about a number of proposals contained in the Plan 
Melbourne Refresh discussion paper.  These concerns are detailed in the following submission and are 
supported by rigorous, evidence based information and analysis.   

1. No business case

Plan Melbourne Refresh proposes significant changes in planning policy which governs an
industry that underpins the Victorian economy.  It does so without any clear cost/benefit
analysis or business plan which assesses the proposed changes and does not take in to account
the wider, long term impacts of proposed policy changes.

The proposal to ‘lock down’ the Urban Growth Boundary and to redirect growth into infill
development areas, is based on false assumptions that densification provides a ‘free kick’ in
terms of catering for growth with no or little investment.  The cost of infrastructure and how
funding is provided is well known in growth area development settings, however there is less
knowledge around the cost impact of increasing the density of established suburbs, or of the
capacity of existing physical and social infrastructure to meet increased demand.

2. Restrictive land use policies

Plan Melbourne Refresh proposes a number of new restrictive land use policies which, if
implemented, would have a severely negative impact on housing choice and affordability for all
Victorian homebuyers.

A fixed Urban Growth Boundary, without any mechanism for review, and mandatory infill to
greenfield targets are is a blunt social engineering tool that have demonstrated national and
international failures in relation to affordability.
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All major urban growth boundary programs have a mechanism for regular review and change.  
Melbourne would be unique if a ‘locked down’ UGB were to be introduced.  To allow people to 
still contemplate home ownership in the future, planning policy approaches must allow for the 
organic growth and flexibility that a diverse city like Melbourne will always require.  

3. Fine grain planning is the key to effective land use strategies

Across Melbourne’s three key development fronts (inner, middle, and growth areas), there are a
myriad of fine grain planning issues that require resolution in order to deliver what homebuyers
want, when they want it and at a price they can afford. To transition the market from an
average trend of 60/40 split across growth areas and inner and middle areas, to a 70/30 split,
requires significant planning and governance reform to release density in established markets.

Managing population growth without resolving outstanding fine grain planning issues, and
instead relying on ideological views to direct our city’s growth is problematic.  The following
issues must be considered in order to achieve a better long term outcome:

 The inner urban market is currently working through apartment standards, plot ratio
controls and subsequent price affordability issues which make it more difficult to assess
market demand for its product and accessibility for owner occupier versus long term
rental from foreign ownership;

 The need for Neighbourhood Residential Zones to be reviewed and independently
investigate infrastructure provision and upgrades within middle suburbs. The real
infrastructure challenge will be within those suburbs. Furthermore, fine grain
assessment of the comparative housing cost and needs analysis is required to compare
the real cost of middle ring densification with affordable housing in growth areas; and

 Growth area development can be accurately assessed in terms of the cost of product to
industry, government, and community. The fine grain work has largely been completed
which allows these growth areas to deliver the volume of housing the city needs in an
affordable way.  No business case has been provided for a more affordable alternative
when considering market preferences and the cost to industry, government and
community.

Transitioning significant volumes of new housing provisions from current patterns of 
development can only be completed when a fine grain assessment of inner and middle ring 
suburbs is completed and the detailed housing needs and costings indicate the degree to which 
these markets can better serve the needs of the population on housing type, location and 
affordability to a greater degree.   

4. Disregard for the rights of homebuyers to have choice

Numerous policies proposed by Plan Melbourne Refresh will reduce the number and type of
new dwellings available to homebuyers.  These policies include the proposal to introduce a
70/30 split between development in Melbourne’s growth areas and the established areas and
an increase in the densities produced by new PSPs.
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Limiting choice without consideration of market preferences of households would without a 
doubt, push house prices upwards and have a long term impact on Melbourne’s affordability 
and competitive advantage. 

Furthermore, removing the Industry’s ability to produce housing that meets the demands of the 
market will increase investment risk, reduce feasibility and could result in a significant slowdown 
in economic activity from the development sector. 

Sydney’s housing market is twice as expensive as Melbourne and is considered unaffordable to 
most first home buyers.  Sydney’s house prices are a long term, direct result of restrictive land 
use policies including limitations placed on the supply of new housing.  

5. Misconceptions of affordable housing and housing affordability

Plan Melbourne Refresh rightly emphasises the need to deliver more housing that is affordable
to low income owners and those challenged by social situations (ie social housing).  However, it
does not contemplate the very real impact its policies will have on the price of housing overall.
The upward pressure these policies could place on house prices would result in a reduced
number of Victorians being able to afford new housing, and would potentially increase the need
for social housing in the long term.

Plan Melbourne Refresh also fails to consider the fundamental cost differences between the
price of building a detached dwelling and a multiunit dwelling.  Multiunit development in
established areas is on average, three times more expensive per square meter, than master plan
development in designated growth areas.  This is largely due to the difference in construction
costs from different construction techniques and the nature of the construction industry.

Housing affordability is a complex issue which impacts all Victorians.  Government must do
better to recognise the wider impact planning policy has on housing affordability if home
ownership is to remain a viable option for Victorians into the future.

6. Disregard of feasibility considerations and known business conditions

Policies proposed in Plan Melbourne do not take in to account the very real business conditions
faced by the urban development industry as they work to deliver new housing for homebuyers.
These including the considerations of financial institutes when providing capital, the risk
associated with operating in an uncertain planning and development approval environments
and the importance of market demand for a particular product.

Ignoring market realities and commercial practicalities will not only affect the Industry’s ability
to provide housing the market wants in an affordable manner, inflexible and restrictive planning
policies can result in an economic activity slowdown in the residential development sector. A
better balance must be struck between theoretical planning policy and practical considerations
if we are to deliver a positive outcome in the longer term.
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7. Investment Destination Victoria?

A more appropriate balance must be struck between the social and the economic
responsibilities that planning policy represents.  The residential development industry makes
significant investment in Melbourne and Victoria and provides more than 4% of the state’s total
jobs. Plan Melbourne 2016 must address investment and economic activity in a more
sophisticated manner if we are maintain our competitiveness as a city and a state whilst also
creating the most liveable city in the world.

The current era of planning reform and the platform of strategies under review include Plan
Melbourne, a failure to unlock the middle ring neighbourhood residential areas, plot ratio
interim controls in inner Melbourne and proposed new development levies.  The Institute is
gravely concerned that these policies are not supportive of maintaining the existing level of
investment in Victoria let alone facilitating new and better investment.

8. Externalities

Many of the policies proposed in Plan Melbourne Refresh ignores many of the externalities that
can be generated due to a lack of fine grain planning. For example, Melbourne has received the
prized status of the World’s most liveable city by the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU), five years
in a row.

The EIU have supported Melbourne’s medium density, stating that the most liveable places
tended to be mid-sized cities in wealthier countries with a relatively low population density and
that these types of cities can foster a range of recreational activities without leading to high
crime levels or overburdened infrastructure.

This acknowledgement highlights that some of the externalities that are typically associated
with densification include increased levels of crime, lack of recreational activities that cater for
the population (i.e. public open space per capita), and overburdened infrastructure. No
consideration has been given to the potential unintended consequences of densification and
how Melbourne can address them.

While the Institute is supportive of the need to facilitate a balance of development between Melbourne 
growth areas and the established areas, we cannot support a policy approach that seeks to restrict the 
supply of land, and therefore housing, that the market demands. 

As an important planning, economic and community strategy, Plan Melbourne 2016 must be based on 
evidence and must consider market realities.  Failure to consider the impacts of different policies on 
housing affordability and choice will lead to negative social and economic outcomes. 

We look forward to working closely with the Victorian Government to resolve these issues on behalf of 
the urban development industry and on behalf of Victoria’s home buyers. 
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ABOUT US 

Urban Development Institute of Australia (Victoria) 

The Urban Development Institute of Australia (the Institute) is the peak industry body for the urban 
development sector. In Victoria, we provide over 320 member companies with the benefits of policy and 
advocacy activities, industry intelligence, networking and business building opportunities. 

Our members include developers, consultants (planning, environmental, heritage, engineering, design 
and legal), financial institutions, suppliers, government authorities and utility providers. Together we 
drive industry discussion and debate and work with all levels of government to achieve successful 
planning, infrastructure, affordability and environmental outcomes. 

CONTACT 
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1. Urban Growth Boundary 

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper proposes to permanently ‘lock down’ the urban growth 
boundary. Specifically, the discussion proposes: 

The existing urban growth boundary will be locked down and the values of the green wedge and 
peri-urban areas should be better articulated. 

Lock down the existing urban growth boundary and modify the action to reflect this. 

The intent of the above recommendation/ commitment is to for Plan Melbourne 2016 to reaffirm 
the importance of the UGB in managing Melbourne’s growth and to provide greater certainty and 
help create a more compact, contained and sustainable Melbourne. 

Furthermore, it is noted that the UGB and green wedges were established to better protect and 
manage areas of important environmental and agricultural values and their role as tourism 
destinations close to Melbourne. 

 

Industry Position 

Plan Melbourne Refresh identifies that locking down the UGB is intended to provide greater certainty 
and help create a more compact, contained and sustainable Melbourne. However, in practise ‘locking 
down’ the UGB will conflict with any intention to deliver housing affordability. 

Both experience and evidence has illustrated how the implementation of urban growth boundaries have 
a detrimental impact on the affordability of housing within growing cities. Furthermore, in none of the 
jurisdictions the institute explored was the UGB treated as a permanent boundary for containing 
growth. 

Within cities that have identified and implemented an urban growth boundary, mechanisms are put in 
place to review and amend boundaries to meet the housing land supply demand of the growing 
population.  

Plan Melbourne Refresh specifically states that Plan Melbourne 2016 will place a stronger emphasis on 
getting more diverse and affordable homes built and achieving a better balance between development 
on underutilised land in existing suburbs and new homes in growth areas. While a ‘locked down’ UGB 
may assist in delivering the balance between development in existing suburbs and growth areas, it will 
be counterproductive to housing affordability by: 

 Limiting the supply of land, resulting in upward pressure on price; 

 Incentivising land banking and speculation; and 

 Removing supply release valves. 

The Institute strongly opposes any policy approach which unnecessarily constrains supply, impedes 
market responsiveness, limits purchaser choice and has a range of unintended consequences such as 
reduced affordability. 
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Furthermore, it is argued that the basis by which green wedges were established do not reflect the 
current reasoning within the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper, to continue protection for urban 
development. As discussed in further detail below, not green wedges protect and manage areas of 
important environmental and agricultural values 

 

Recommendations 

1. That the Government commit to implementing the UGB in a manner that maintains or improves 
housing affordability by ensuring Plan Melbourne 2016 contains mechanisms for reviewing and 
adjusting the UGB to facilitate housing affordability. 

2. Plan Melbourne Refresh’s recommendation to ‘lock down’ the UGB is not adopted due to its impact 
on housing choice and affordability.  

3. Commit to a long term program of zoned land release that facilitates housing choice and 
affordability and includes the following actions:  

 Metropolitan Planning Authority (or future Victorian Planning Authority) undertakes a yearly 
review of the number of available lots and potentially available lots within approved PSPs to 
ensure a rolling 25 year supply of lots;  

 MPA/VPA be given the authority to undertake a review every 5 years of the UGB to ensure 
there is a potential at least a 50 year supply of housing within the UGB; 

 Develop mechanisms for the release of land  that are: 

o based on market demand and not arbitrary targets; and 

o undertaken in a transparent and accountable way, ‘de-poiticising’ the UGB and its 
implementation.  

 MPA/VPA undertakes a review of the ‘green wedge’ areas and their current and future 
relevance in protecting areas of environmental and economic significance; and 

 MPA/VPA and the Department in consultation with industry stakeholders and the public 
establish a list of priority levels for identifying areas to be incorporated within the UGB to 
meet appropriate levels of supply that meets population demand. 

4. Plan Melbourne 2016, recognises the role of our regional cities and commits to policy approaches 
that facilitate growth within our regional cities and establishes them as attractive places to live and 
work.  

 

Note: the recommendation of 25 years of developable land (available PSP approved land) and at least 50 
years of potentially developable land (available PSP approved, pending PSP and Pre-PSP land) is based 
on the fact that Portland applies a 20 and 50 year supply mechanism and still has an affordability issue.  
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Detailed Issues and Feedback 

The International Experience 

The Ministerial Advisory Committee (MAC) report refers to other international cities to inform their 
recommendation for the UGB. However, the MAC report fails to recognise the mechanisms that seek to 
maintain adequate supply and the unintended consequences of UGBs in some of those jurisdictions. The 
following includes a summary of an independent peer review on UGBs and examples of their application 
undertaken by PSA Consulting Australia (Appendix C) 

Portland, Oregon 

 UGB established around metro Portland since 1979 and managed by the regional authority; 

 Intent of the UGB is to protect farms and forests from urban sprawl and promote the efficient use of 
land, public facilities and services inside the boundary; 

 UGB is not fixed and subject to review every 6 years; 

 Every 6 years the authority is able to amend the boundary to accommodate 20 years of supply 
relying on 20 year population and employment forecasts; 

 Since its adoption, the UGB has expanded approximately 3 dozen times. While majority were minor 
expansions, 6 large expansions since 1998 have added a total land area of almost 11,000 hectares 
(27,000acres) 

 Urban reserve land is identified outside of the UGB to accommodate growth for up to 50 years. 
Rural reserves are land outside the UGB which are identified as areas where urban development 
cannot occur for up to 50 years. 

 In amending the UGB, the following levels of priority are applied: 

o Urban reserve land; 

o Exception land: non resource land which is not designated as either urban or rural reserve 
land; 

o Marginal land: non resource land which allows dwelling units on exclusive farm use land; 

o Farm or forest land – soil class and forest productivity sets further priorities. 

 Portland has adjoining urban land outside of its jurisdiction. During the 1990s a significant amount 
of growth was diverted into adjacent Clark County increasing the number of cross border 
commuters. 

 According to Bloomberg, Portland is one of the 13 metropolitan cities out of 50 that are 
unaffordable to millennials. 
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Vancouver, Canada 

 Urban Containment Boundary established in 1990 managed by the regional authority “Metro”; 

 Intended to protect agricultural, conservation, and rural area in addition to providing predictability 
for locating land uses, major regional transportation and infrastructure investment; 

 UCB is not a permanent boundary with procedures to amend the boundary within the Regional 
Growth Strategy; 

 Since the adoption of the most recent regional plan, Regional Growth Strategy – Metro Vancouver 
2040: Shaping our Future in 2011, at least 8 amendments have been made. A total of 4 have 
involved changes to the UCB. 

 Extensions constrained physically by mountain ranges, U.S. border, Salish Sea, and prime delta 
agricultural land.  

 After Hong Kong, Vancouver has the second most unaffordable housing market in the world. This is 
according to the Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey which ranks real estate 
markets in Canada, the United States, Australia, China, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore and the 
United Kingdom. 

These two examples have three things in common: 

1. Both cities have a boundary which is not permanent; 

2. Both cities have processes or mechanisms for amending the boundary; and  

3. Despite the ability to amend the boundaries to cater for demands of their future population both 
cities still have an unaffordable housing market. 

If it weren’t for the processes or mechanisms which allow for the amendment of the UGB, these 
‘unaffordable’ jurisdictions would be even more unaffordable. The current levels of affordability 
significantly reflect the need for any mechanisms for reviewing the UGB to meet the supply needs for 
the population over a great number of years.  

 

The Melbourne Experience 

An urban growth boundary was first introduced by Melbourne 2030 in 2002 and was further supported 
by Melbourne @ 5 million, Plan Melbourne 2014 and now the Plan Melbourne Refresh.  In Melbourne 
2030, the rationale for implementing a UGB was to ensure there was sufficient land to meet demand 
and manage metropolitan growth in an efficient and sustainable manner. Melbourne @ 5 million 
provided the rationale for ensuring that the boundary was reviewed and initiated a “logical inclusions” 
study to include more land. Plan Melbourne 2014 provided the rationale to limit development to its 
logical extent; to protect important “non-urban area”; and to manage the potential negative 
implications of growth. 

According to research by the University of Melbourne, the impact on land prices from the introduction 
of the UGB were significant. Their research showed an increase of 65% in the price of vacant land lying 
at the fringe of the UGB, which they argue, raised the price of a dwelling on an average sized lot by 21% 
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(Ball, et al., 2014). The research also notes a high rate of post-UGB house price inflation, with second-
hand house price rates rising dramatically. 

 

The need for a review mechanism 

Some of the negative impacts of UGBs include high housing and land prices, overcrowding, loss of open 
space and infrastructure strain (Gerber & Phillips, 2015). 

Scarcity of land, or even the anticipation of an imminent shortage in supply, causes quick decrease of 
housing markets and rapid increase of housing and land prices (Ball, et. al., 2014). Studies on growth 
control measures in California found that ‘growth control can raise housing prices from 8% to nearly 
40%’ (Franciosi, 2000) and economists stated that ‘scarcity increases prices. A growth boundary creates 
an artificial scarcity of land, thus by all logic, theory and experience it should cause housing prices to 
rise’ (Franciosi, 2000).  

As illustrated in the Melbourne experience, the UGB did lead to a significant increase in land prices 
within the fringe of the UGB and amongst second hand houses. Furthermore, experiences in both 
Vancouver and Portland have demonstrated how the UGB has increased housing unaffordability. 

Despite the overwhelming evidence that a UGB leads to increases in house and land prices, some 
suggest that affordability is not affected if the UGB is large enough and/or flexible (Lang, 2002). Locking 
down the UGB, as proposed by Plan Melbourne Refresh, in Melbourne does not provide any long term 
flexibility. 

Considering the UGB in Portland provides for population and employment forecasts for up to 20 years, 
and the Urban Reserve land provides for up to 50 years and is still considered unaffordable. Plan 
Melbourne 2016 should at the very least try to exceed this to ensure that Melbourne remains 
comparatively affordable. 

Research undertaken by Charter Keck Cramer in 2015 (Appendix A) identified that there are currently 
99,915 lots remaining in current projects, 202,893 lots within completed Precinct Structure Plans (PSP), 
126,836 lots within pending PSPs, and approximately 119,357 lots within pre-PSP areas. Providing 
context with the Portland example, current projects and completed PSPs would be considered the area 
within the UGB and the Urban Reserve land more closely resembles pending PSPs and pre-PSP areas 
within Melbourne’s UGB. 

According to the Government’s recent Victoria in the Future 2015 (VIF 2015), while middle suburbs are 
expected to regenerate and increase steadily in population, the designated growth areas (50 percent) 
and the five inner LGAs (16 percent) are expected to account for two thirds of the population growth to 
2031. According to the same document, Greater Melbourne is expected to add 774,000 additional 
dwellings by 2031 from 2011. As such, 387,000 lots within existing projects and PSP approved areas are 
needed to cater for 20 years of Melbourne’s population growth. As there is currently 302,808 lots, 
Melbourne currently falls short of the supply needed to cater for 20 years of population growth. 

Plan Melbourne Refresh argues that by 2051, using realistic projections approximately 39% of 
Melbourne’s housing needs will be met housing supply in greenfield growth areas. Based on this 
projection, Melbourne will have a shortage of more than 36,000 lots if we are to meet the demand 
projected to 2051. 
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Research undertaken by Spatial Economics (Appendix B) further supports this, with key conclusions from 
their analysis showing that there is approximately only 10 years of growth area housing supply at the 
demand levels forecast in VIF 2015. Additionally in the remaining PSP areas (pending PSP and pre-PSP 
areas), there is approximately 15 to 25 years of additional supply. 

While Plan Melbourne Refresh contains aspirational targets which seek to extend the supply capacity of 
greenfield growth areas, ignoring the need to maintain an appropriate level of supply based on current, 
realistic trends fails to recognise that at some point the UGB will need to be extended to address 
affordability.  

 

Protection of Green Wedges 

The Plan Melbourne discussion paper clearly articulates that the UGB and Green Wedges are intended 
to protect and manage land that is of agricultural and environmental importance. While these reasons 
are not in question, some questions have been raised regarding the validity of some areas identified as 
green wedges and the current and/or future contribution their management and/or protection has. 

Underlying changes in the 1971 Melbourne Metropolitan Plan were based on the reconsideration of the 
different ‘Green Wedge’ areas as proposed. The 1971 ‘Green Wedges’ analysed the physical and 
economic constraints’ of the region at the time. For example, the South East Green Wedge extended 
well into the now known Kingston urban area for principally two reasons. One being the protection of 
‘proven stone resources’ and the second being ‘high noise levels’ from Moorabin Airport. 

Should the boundaries of the ‘Green Wedges’ been locked down based on ‘physical and economic 
constraints’ of that time, metropolitan growth would have extended to Little River, Healesville and 
Whittlesea. Had this occurred, the expansion of the city would have been through linear corridors and 
pressure on government services would have been exacerbated. 

As the nature of physical and economic constraints change, a sensible approach to growth management 
will include the periodic strategic review of the UGB and ‘Green Wedges’. For example, in areas where 
only the protection of proven stone resources apply, review mechanisms should allow for the 
identification of adequate land uses to apply when those resources have been depleted or unlikely to be 
viably extracted now or in the future. 

 

The role of our regional cities 

To ease the pressure of growth within the Melbourne Metropolitan area, Victoria’s regional cities will 
have a significant role to play in attracting people to live and work. Currently, places like Geelong, 
Bendigo, Ballarat and LaTrobe are strategically positioned to better facilitate growth within Victoria. To 
highlight this point Geelong, Bendigo and Ballarat as the second, third and fourth largest cities in the 
state comprise in total less than 10% of the state’s population but are all located with 1 to 1.5 hours 
travel from Melbourne’s CBD and provide significant local economic platforms to cater for growth. 

To better enable growth within our regional cities and to make these as an attractive place to live and 
work, commitment from the Government is needed to facilitate this. Due to their importance in 
alleviating growth pressures on the UGB, Plan Melbourne 2016 must recognise the importance 
facilitating growth and attracting people to live and work in our regional cities. 
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2. 70/30 target for development  

Plan Melbourne Refresh: 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper proposes to reintroduce the 70/30 target that was first 
introduced in Melbourne 2030. Specifically, the discussion proposes: 

Establishing a 70/30 target where established areas provide 70 per cent of Melbourne’s 
new housing supply and greenfield growth areas provide 30 per cent. 

In proposing the reintroduction of the targets, the discussion paper states that it intends to: 

 Increase the number of new households closer to existing jobs, services and transport 
infrastructure; 

 Reduce demand for new infrastructure on the fringe; and 

 Extend the number of years of greenfield land supply 

To influence a 70/30 outcome, Plan Melbourne refresh suggests that the Government might: 

 Exercise greater control on the timing and sequencing of greenfield land release. 

 Focusing metropolitan planning efforts towards unlocking housing supply in established 
areas, particularly within areas specifically targeted for growth and intensification 

 Introducing planning reforms and new tools to support the ongoing renewal of established 
areas. 

 

Industry Position 

Development in Melbourne’s established and infill areas is an important part of the city’s evolution, but 
it must be recognised that even our best efforts at redirecting growth will still result in a large 
proportion of new development being located within a greenfield setting.  The right policy settings will 
encourage a balance between new housing in the established suburbs and new housing in greenfield 
suburbs to ensure homebuyers have a wealth of choice. 

The proposed 70/30 target as proposed by the MAC report and Plan Melbourne Refresh ignores 
previous experiences and the unintended consequence of forcing built environment. 

Past experiences in Melbourne and current experiences in Sydney have highlighted some of the 
detrimental impacts imposing targets can have on supply and house prices. Furthermore, the policy 
approach bases itself on the notion that directing population to established suburbs can be provided 
affordably, quickly and with little to no cost to providing adequate infrastructure. 

Any restrictive policy approaches approach which seeks to reach the 70/30 target by constraining the 
supply ignores: 

 The social implications caused by higher land and house prices; 

 Market preferences and impacts on constraining supply to meet market demands; 
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 Barriers and costs to delivering infill development; 

 Current land and infrastructure capacity within established areas; and 

 The unintended consequences of externalities. 

Despite acknowledging the likely housing outcome and acknowledging some of the impacts imposing 
restrictive land supply policies, the discussion paper still recommends “Exercise greater control on the 
timing and sequencing of greenfield land release”. Such an approach neglects one of the fundamental 
goals of any land use planning strategy, which is to deliver housing to meet the needs of the future 
population.  

 

Recommendations 

A restrictive land use policy approach will negatively impact housing choice and affordability for all 
Victorians.  This will undoubtedly have a flow on effect for Victoria’s investment and economic activity.  

The Institute supports a policy approach that facilitates the supply of housing that meets the demands 
of the population. To support the delivery of a more compact city without affecting choice, affordability 
and economic activity, the Institute proposes that Plan Melbourne 2016 includes the following:  

1. Policy approaches that facilitate an increase of housing options within established parts of 
Melbourne without restricting the supply of housing that meets the demand of Melbourne’s 
growing population. This can be achieved by: 

 delivery of policies that remove barriers and reduce cost associated with infill 
development; and 

 ensure land supply policies facilitate development that meets the market preferences of 
its growing population, acknowledging that restrictive policies will increase land and 
house prices. 

2. Exclude the MAC report and Plan Melbourne refresh recommendation to exercise greater 
control on the timing and sequencing of greenfield land releases. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback: 

Acknowledgement of likely outcome and potential impact 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper cites that as at May2015, 72 per cent of building 
approvals were for housing in established areas and 28 per cent in greenfield growth areas. However, it 
also admits that Victoria’s official long-term population projection in the Victoria in the Future 2015 (VIF  
2015) report does not anticipate a 70/30 outcome.  

The VIF 2015 report envisages a lower level of long-term housing growth in established areas 
(contributing 61% of new dwellings to 2051) and higher housing supply in greenfield growth areas to 
2051.  
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Acknowledging the discrepancies, the discussion paper highlights that the 70/30 target represents a 
preferred policy outcome, whereas the VIF projections identifies a likely given outcome. Furthermore, 
the discussion paper.  

The discussion paper also recognises the realities of delivering housing and the likely impacts that 
further controls on the supply of land.  

“the market choices of households, developers and businesses determine whether, when and 
how that opportunity is released.” 

“further controls on the supply of greenfield lots may risk adverse consequences in growth areas 
including an increase in the cost of land, higher house prices, greater incentives for land banking 
and a reduced capacity to respond to shifts in demand. 

In acknowledging the realities of housing supply and the likely impact of further control on the supply of 
housing, it is questionable whether the Government is serious about addressing housing affordability 
when proposing restrictive land supply policies. 

 

Melbourne’s history with targets 

Melbourne 2030 (2002) originally set the goal of reducing, , greenfield housing to approximately 30 
percent of total housing. However, this goal appeared to be unlikely over the preceding decade with 
growth areas contribution to total metropolitan housing supply rising from 2005/06 to peak in 2009/10. 
As remnant stock of ‘greenfield’ land within established middle and outer suburbs were used up, growth 
areas needed to meet the rising population demands due to the lack of supply of infill development/ 
redevelopment. 

In addition to constraining supply, the lack of streamlined planning approval processes for infill 
development/ redevelopment led to an escalation in dwelling prices within established areas. The price 
increases in established suburbia deflected demand to the fringe resulting in an increase in the share of 
dwellings from growth area development. About 50% of the dwellings added to Melbourne’s dwelling 
stock since 2002 to 2012 have been built in the fringe. 
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Figure 1: The above graph demonstrates how the industry can more easily respond to surges in demand through greenfield 
‘broadacre’ development.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: The above graph shows the proportion of dwellings accommodated by greenfield development in Melbourne, including 
the 5 year averages. Adapted from data provided by BIS Shrapnel. 
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By the late 2000s, dwelling demand and the depletion of developable land stock resulted in house and 
land prices on the fringe becoming unaffordable for many aspiring first home buyers. The depletion in 
developable land stock was due to government not being properly equipped to facilitate the release of 
adequate levels of ‘development ready’ land stock.  It wasn’t until 2006 when the Government 
established the Growth Areas Authority and directed the commencement of an accelerated PSP 
preparation program was the shortage of developable land gradually overcome. 

 

Figure 3: Median land price growth in the outer metropolitan Melbourne area, including 5 year averages. Adapted from data 
provided by BIS Shrapnel. 

Melbourne’s history provides some valuable lessons for public policy on urban growth management. In 
managing Melbourne’s population to achieve the outcome of a compact city, focus needs to be on 
facilitating development in appropriate locations within established areas and not on restricting, or 
making more complex, costly and time consuming, development in the growth areas.  

 

The cost and unintended consequences of Sydney’s development targets  

Identified by the New Zealand Productivity Commission report, Using Land for Housing, restrictive 
residential land use planning policies exacerbate boom-bust cycles in property. This is evident in the 
Sydney housing market where it has experienced a cycle of boom and busts with most commentators 
pointing towards the beginning of a bust period based on declining auction clearance rates. 

Sydney currently has a target of more than 70% of new housing to be produced within established 
suburbs. While this has been achieved since 1996, opportunities for new ‘greenfields’ housing 
development have been severely restricted and upward pressure on house prices has been significant.  

Despite Sydney’s population increasing significantly from 2004, the decline in land prices between 2005 
and 2008 reflected a correction from significantly high price increases above 10% in the previous 5 years 
(above 20% in 2003, 2002 & 2000) and followed a period of slow economic growth for the state (2% 
between 2001 to 2009, average rate of 4% between 1993 to 2000). Additionally, the reduction in land 
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price growth within the outer suburbs came after a period of increased dwelling completions between 
2003 – 2005 and a peak in the supply of attached dwellings (i.e. apartments, townhouses, etc.) during 
the same period.  

 

Figure 4: Median land price growth in the outer metropolitan Sydney area, including 5 year averages. Adapted from data 
provided by BIS Shrapnel. 
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Figure 5: Dwelling supply for New South Wales, Victoria & Queensland. Figure 6: Attached dwelling supply for New South Wales, 
Victoria & Queensland 

 

The land component of Sydney’s outer suburban housing market accounts for approximately 61% of the 
median house price within these suburbs. In Melbourne the land component only accounts for 35.9% of 
the median house price within the outer suburbs (2010 – 2015 figures).  

Due to restrictive supply policies, the significant increases in the price of land within Sydney’s outer 
suburbs resulted in a severe adjustment in 2005. Following Sydney’s approach to housing supply policies 
will ensure that Melbourne’s affordability reduces and the economic activity of residential development 
and construction continues to go through booms and busts. 

According to the most recent National Land Supply Program (NLSP) data, Sydney’s land prices are the 
most unaffordable per square metre of lot. According to the September quarter data, Sydney’s average 
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value rate of land is at $1,022 per square metre, more than double Melbourne’s $493 per square metre. 
Considering Melbourne’s relative level of affordability, any approach which reflects the restrictive policy 
approaches undertaken by Sydney is questionable. 

 

Housing affordability and social equality 

Highlighted in the Victorian Government’s Housing Fact Sheet (May 2012), affordable opportunities for 
low to moderate income first home buyers and renters have become increasingly limited to 
Melbourne’s outer suburbs. Applying restrictive policies to the supply of growth area housing and 
forcing additional demand into the established parts of Melbourne will only add to the housing 
affordability problems. 

Providing a diverse and affordable range of housing is not only important for Melbourne’s 
competitiveness and economic development, it is also crucial to achieving equitable social and 
community outcomes. As highlighted by the Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) in its report, 
Inequality in Australia, housing is the most evenly distributed form of wealth due to high rates of home 
ownership in the population generally and particularly amongst people who have retired or are nearing 
retirement, who have relatively low incomes. 

According to ACOSS, historically high levels of home ownership have made the distribution of wealth 
more even and kept wealth inequality in check. However, as home ownership has declined since 1981, 
greatly amongst young people aged 25 to 34 years (from 60% in 1981 to 48% in 2011), home ownership 
is likely to do less to reduce inequality in the future. 

Based on the above, not only will a restrictive supply policy exacerbate affordability issues, it will lead to 
an increase in social inequality and the costs associated with dealing with it. 

The price outcomes in established areas mean that the availability of affordable housing in the fringe 
will be crucial to providing family-friendly housing for new households. While many compact city 
advocates assume that there will be more exits from detached houses because older one and two 
person households are interested in moving into apartments, evidence indicates that very few will do so 
(Bob Birrell, et. al., 2012) 

Escalation in house prices is largely due to scarcity, where thousands of new households compete for a 
limited housing stock. A likely scenario from increases in price is the slowdown of dwelling construction 
because new households cannot afford the product being offered. 

 

Housing Choice 

The notion that living away from the CBD is a second choice option rather than a lifestyle option 
demonstrates little understanding of the commercial and demographic factors that influences housing 
decisions. Furthermore, claims that the decisions of households to purchase detached housing in growth 
areas reflects a failure of the development industry to provide alternatives misunderstands the trade-
offs that purchasers choose to make when entering or moving through the housing market. 
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For example, a significant segment of consumers might choose a detached house or townhouse in a 
growth area that provides the best compromise in terms of space, lifestyle and access to jobs and 
services that are priced within a range they can afford or willing to pay.  

According to the Grattan Institute’s report What Matters most? Housing Preferences Across the 
Australian Population, housing features such as the number of bedrooms, the number of living spaces 
and whether the house is detached featured prominently as important to homebuyers with children. 
Furthermore, the potential of having children also altered housing preferences with increased level of 
importance placed on these dwelling features by young couples without children. 

Within Greenfield development a typical 200m2 3 bedroom, single storey dwelling on a 400m2 lot would 
cost approximately $400,000 in the current market. Within central and middle regions, the average cost 
of a one bedroom apartment is $400,000 and for 2 bedroom apartments, $570,000. Restricting the 
growth of greenfield development would significantly limit the supply of housing typically sought be 
families at a price that is affordable. A restrictive policy of 70/30 will take away choice from the typical 
family further adding to social equality issues. 

For families, or couples wishing to start a family, apartments with the housing features they are looking 
for are less available at a price that they can afford when compared to housing in greenfield locations. 
This is due to the cost of infill development in Melbourne being higher largely due to the cost of land, 
higher construction costs and the numerous planning and approval barriers for infill development. 

 

Barriers for infill development 

Restrictive planning policies 

Restrictive planning policy has an adverse effect on the affordability of housing.  The most appropriate 
means of delivering a compact city outcome is to develop and implement policies which facilitate infill 
development that meets the needs of the population, and to do so policy makers must understand the 
costs and barriers associated with infill development. 

Within growth areas, proposed development that is consistent with the relevant PSP is able to gain 
approval relatively quickly and simply. Developers generally have control over large land parcels, have 
agreed servicing strategies with public utilities and are better able to accelerate design and 
development to meet demand.  Greenfield development more easily adapts and responds to sudden 
upturns in housing market demand. Figure 1 earlier in the document showed how greenfield ‘broadacre’ 
development was able to respond to a period of strong housing demand.  .  
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The following is a general comparison of how different actions and current policy has made 
development within growth areas simpler and quicker: 

Growth Areas Established Areas 

Metropolitan Planning Authority responsible for planning and 
facilitation. 

Local government authorities are largely responsible for 
planning and facilitation of infill development.  

MPA (previously Growth Area Authority) undertook a 
detailed review of planning and development approval 
procedures in growth areas, implementing recommendations 
for simplifying and speeding up the development process. 

No systematic attempt has been made to streamline 
development approval processes in locations where urban 
renewal/ intensification was considered appropriate. Most 
recently, the potential implementation of the Objectors 
amendment provided LGs with a tool to delay development 
based on the number of objections.  

A clear strategic framework for residential development is set 
out through Growth Area Framework Plans and Precinct 
Structure Plans. 

There is no equivalent to a Precinct Structure Plan generating 
uncertainty around development expectations for both the 
community and the development industry. 

Preparation of the small lot code helped to facilitate the 
development of smaller and more affordable housing stock in 
growth areas. 

Recent introduction of the residential planning zones 
resulted in the effective ‘locking out’ of development 
opportunities within large parts of established suburbs. 

To better facilitate development with Melbourne’s established areas, there needs to be: 

 Clear policy that facilitates community input into the planning process, but does not impede 
development which is generally consistent with the agreed outcomes; 

 A commitment by all government agencies to meet specific timeframes and reduce the cost of 
time delays; 

 Mechanisms for land assembly, including state government policy guidance in relation to split 
zoning of sites; 

 Better understanding of the commercial viability of locations and the practical delivery of 
building typologies (i.e. Specific provisions such as height, setbacks, etc. may reduce the viability 
of redevelopment for a site. Provisions for redevelopment of established areas must be put 
through a feasibility test.) 

While restrictive land supply policies within both greenfield and established areas significantly increases 
the land component costs of infill development, the construction cost of infill development also puts this 
type of development at a disadvantage. 

 

Higher construction costs 

According to URBIS’s National Dwelling Cost Study (2011), the construction cost of a two bedroom unit 
within an infill development and a single level three storey bed house per square metre was $2,855 and 
$1,057 respectively. This is a cost ratio of 2.7:1.  
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Requirements for finance 

Finance and lending policy provides an additional barrier that both developers and buyers need to go 
through for majority of infill developments. Major banks typically fund the lesser of two metrics: 75% of 
total development costs or 65% of the total net value of the completed development. The developer 
then provides all or part of the remaining 25% of the total development costs.  

Often to assist in providing the additional funding, the developer relies on specialist developer funders. 
These funders bring with them further experience and allows the developer to undertake more 
development concurrently by freeing up more cash. To obtain specialist funding, the project is required 
to demonstrate that it is able to provide a return greater than 20% to ensure the developer remains 
committed to completion of the development if profit is eroded. 

Furthermore, bank lending requirements require 10% deposits across approximately 80-100% of 
dwellings before funding is released. In comparison, a nominal deposit of $1,000 to $2,000 is sometimes 
appropriate in greenfield settings due to the different risk structure in place. Due to different funding 
requirements, first home buyers are more at risk of being locked out of the apartment market high 
deposit requirements, and without pre-sales the developer is often at risk of being unable to secure 
development funding. 

Recent changes introduced by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) have resulted in a 
number of banks tightening lending to developers, investors and buyers of new property. Constraints to 
accessing capital, will result in a slowdown of development particularly in established areas where the 
risk profile of developments is higher. 

To obtain a better and broader understanding of the barriers to infill development, please refer to the 
following diagram from the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute’s report Delivering Diverse 
and affordable housing on infill sites. 
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The real infrastructure challenge 

According to the MAC report and Plan Melbourne Refresh, the benefits of directing housing supply to 
established areas is the ability to use the capacity of existing infrastructure. However, there has been no 
analysis on this existing capacity and the costs associated with upgrading or duplicating infrastructure 
needed to cater for an increased population within the inner, middle and outer established suburbs. 

Whilst the documents make broad and generalised statements about the adequacy of service 
infrastructure for urban intensification, there are many examples and reports which indicate that this is 
not the case. In a compact city scenario, the real infrastructure challenge will not be providing adequate 
infrastructure in the growth areas, but in existing areas. 

Targeting infill development to increase public transport ridership is limited to public transport supply, 
and within Melbourne, public transport service levels are already often insufficient during peak times. 
The most recent Public Transport Victoria reports identified that a significant number of train and tram 
services during the AM and PM peaks did not meet suitable load standards. For example, more than a 
quarter of train services in the AM peak did not meet load standards. For trams, the average maximum 
capacity reached as high as 124% in some rolling hours.  

According to figures raised by a representative from South East Water at the Plan Melbourne Refresh 
Workshop, a 70/30 target will require significant stormwater upgrades due to the decrease in surface 
permeability. It was identified that to keep stormwater and flood management at current standards 
under a situation where densification will decrease permeability, approximately $11 billion would need 
to be invested. While these figures are unconfirmed, being raised by a relevant representative at the 
Plan Melbourne Refresh workshop, it does point to our question regarding the capacity of 
infrastructure. 

There is a clear need for research into infrastructure capacity to quantify the costs associated with 
increasing that capacity.  As highlighted in the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper, housing 
development in established areas will increase demand on existing infrastructure which can be more 
expensive to provide in built-up locations. 

 

Land capacity within established suburbs 

More research is also required to properly demonstrate the assumptions made by Plan Melbourne 
Refresh that the existing areas are capable of supplying 1,050,000 of the approximately 1.5 million 
homes needed to meet population demand.  

While the  Melbourne at 8 million report attempts to 
do this, the assumptions and data used within this research are considered to be exaggerated and 
unrealistic. These include the assumptions that: 

 Land within the General Residential Zone (GRZ) could potentially produce a large proportion of 
additional dwellings; 

 Land currently zoned Industrial or Commercial 2 would be made available for residential 
development; 

 An average height of 6 storeys would apply to all activity centres; 
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 Take-up rates are based on planning zones, locational attributes, and site characteristics; and 

 Demand for infill and greenfield markets are interchangeable. 

In making those assumptions the report fails to consider that: 

 A number of municipalities within the inner and middle suburbs have generously 
applied the Neighbourhood Residential Zone to a majority of their local boundaries. The 
GRZ is sparsely used in areas that would feasibly be able to be redeveloped; 

 There are over 145 schedules that apply to the GRZ, many which make it difficult or 
unfeasible to achieve the yields suggested by the report; 

 A number of activity centres have mandatory height controls well below 6 storeys (i.e. 
Boroondara  have controls ranging from 2 – 4 storeys) 

 A number of municipalities have been actively protecting land zoned Industrial and Commercial 
2, seeking to maintain employment opportunities within the municipality. 

 The variability between sub-markets, land values and project feasibility. All of which are 
key determinants for take up rates and attracting a greater level of development. 

 

Land speculation 

Exerting greater control over the release of greenfield land contributes greatly to the boom and bust 
cycles of property and greater price volatility due to artificial scarcity in land incentivising speculation 
(NZ Productivity Commission, 2015). In addition, to land owners being incentivised to hold off on the 
sale of land, developers that have acquired land are least likely to develop immediately due to what is 
widely considered as the bidder’s curse. 

When people with varying beliefs compete for something of uncertain value, the winning bidder will be 
the person who has made the greatest upward error in estimating its error. This leads to winning 
bidders that are least likely to invest in developing now, because doing so would mean foregoing the 
even greater returns that they imagine would result when higher value arrives (Tideman, 2004). 

According to recent research undertaken by Charter Keck (Appendix A), approximately 71% of the future 
greenfield lot supply is held by Fragmented/ Private ownership, with only 14% held by the major 
industry developers and 15% held by other industry developers. As such, the implementation of 
restrictive supply policies will oversee a considerable proportion of future land supply to be held in 
speculation and potentially slow down the industry.  

As residential development directly contributes to approximately 3.6% of Victoria Gross State Product 
and 124,200 jobs. Any industry slowdown would have a detrimental impact on Victoria’s economic 
performance. Furthermore, each dwelling within greenfield development indirectly contributes 
$174,174 to the Victorian economy. A weaker residential development industry will weaken  
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Unintended consequence of externalities 

An externality occurs when a cost or benefit affects a party who did not choose to incur that cost or 
benefit. In terms of urban development, some of the externalities that densification produces include a 
decline in the factors that have made Melbourne the world’s most liveable city. 

The Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) has named Melbourne the world’s most liveable city five times in a 
row. The index used to determine the most liveable city includes factors such as: safety, education, 
hygiene, healthcare, culture, environment, recreation, political-economic stability, public transport and 
access to goods and services. 

After the most recent release of the list, the EIU stated that the most liveable places tended to be mid-
sized cities in wealthier countries with a relatively low population density and that these types of cities 
can foster a range of recreational activities without leading to high crime levels or overburdened 
infrastructure.  

High crime levels and overburdened infrastructure are two externalities that have been highlighted by 
the EIU as being associated with densification. While densification could potentially be achieved while 
concurrently addressing potential social impacts and infrastructure capacity. 

 

3. Timely and adequate provision of infrastructure  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

The provision of infrastructure that meets the needs of Melbourne’s new communities when it is 
needed is cited as one of the major issues for greenfield development. To address this issue, the Plan 
Melbourne Refresh discussion paper proposes to: 

Investigate a mechanism to manage the sequence and density of the remaining 
Precinct Structure Plans based on land supply needs. 

The discussion paper states that by exercising greater control on the timing and sequencing of 
greenfield land release would involve establishing a mechanism to identify the appropriate timing for 
the approval and development of the 31 remaining Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs) that are yet to be 
approved. 

The proposed recommendation seeks to ensure that new communities take time to form and that all 
Melburnians have access to health, education, public transport, retail and community facilities and 
services. These must be established for urban renewal and greenfield growth areas, as early as possible. 

 

Industry Position 

Both the MAC report and the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper ignore the significant 
contributions made by greenfield development, not only through infrastructure charges but a wide 
range of tax and charges which are incurred. 

Furthermore, the report does not consider the current measures that are in place to ensure that the 
release of land that considers the logical extension of Melbourne’s development, infrastructure 
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extension, any constraints of fragmentation, supporting town centres, resource support and available 
land supply. 

Implementation of a restrictive land supply policy will result in considerable impacts on economic 
activity and housing affordability. An appropriate policy approach would be to address the barriers to 
the provision of infrastructure at the early stages of development. 

 

Recommendations 

1. The proposal that Plan Melbourne must exercise greater control on the timing and sequencing of 
greenfield land release should be abandoned. 

2. Plan Melbourne 2016 must recognise the existing PSP program’s positive contribution toward the 
efficient and effective management of Melbourne’s growth areas. The Government should commit 
to ensuring an adequate zoned supply of land is available to drive affordability and quality through 
this existing mechanism. 

3. Further commitment is also needed to deliver critical infrastructure in the early stages of a 
community’s development. Through Plan Melbourne 2016, the Government should give direction to 
Infrastructure Victoria and/or the MPA to: 

 investigate the past and current allocation of funding for the provision of infrastructure within 
the growth areas in consideration of their contribution through tax and charges; 

 identify the best approach to undertaking a program to deliver critical infrastructure in the early 
stages of a new community (i.e. Infrastructure bonds, state lending, etc.); 

 identify how social infrastructure provided by developers can be appropriately utilised as an 
interim community infrastructure facility until such time as the planned community 
infrastructure can be provided; and 

 identify how the government should fund any shortfalls in the allocation of funding for growth 
areas. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

Plan Melbourne Refresh proposes greater control be imposed on the timing and sequencing of 
greenfield land release. However, this fails to recognise the commercial and regulatory factors which 
already determine the sequencing of land releases, their subsequent development and the amount of 
tax and charge which should be made available for the provision of infrastructure. 

 

Current sequencing 

Plan Melbourne Refresh’s proposal to increase government control over the timing and sequencing of 
greenfield land release promotes a false perception that development within the outer suburbs is ad-
hoc. Rather, the release of greenfield land for development is already quite effectively managed by the 
MPA through the PSP program. 
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As stated by the MPA, the program of PSP preparation seeks to support housing affordability, identify 
key infrastructure early and promote social cohesion. PSPs are assessed on a number of key criteria 
including how the area fits in to the logical extension of Melbourne’s development, infrastructure 
extension, any constraints of fragmentation, supporting town centres, resource support and available 
land supply. 

Notwithstanding the considerably controlled release of greenfield land throughout the PSP process, the 
Plan Melbourne Refresh fails to recognise the many factors that impact upon a developer’s decision to 
initiate a new development within growth areas. These factors include: 

 Ability to secure control over a viable parcel or parcels of land; 

 Availability of key services or the cost of extending such services to the land in question; 

 Desire to create multiple development ‘products’ that can serve different price points or market 
segments; 

 Assumptions regarding the length of time that will be required to complete the planning of new 
precincts, organise all necessary approvals and physically undertake required construction 
works; and 

 The need to respond quickly to unexpected changes (up and downturns in market demand) 

Both regulatory and market factors strongly influence and control the release of greenfield land and its 
eventual development. The release of PSPs should continue to focus on ensuring an adequate supply of 
land is available to drive affordability and quality. 

Exerting greater control over the release of greenfield development may have the unintended 
consequence of incentivising land speculation and may create greater levels of competition for land 
resulting in overly optimistic and speculative prices. 

Despite record sales volumes, low stock overhang, and sales outstripping production, Melbourne’s 
greenfield lot prices are relatively low at an average rate of $493 per square metre. This is directly due 
to the high levels of competition amongst projects, with 153 active projects across Melbourne.  
Constraining the release of PSPs will reduce the number of active projects and in doing so, will reduce 
competition and supply. 

 

Tax and Charges 

The average Development Infrastructure Levy amount for DCPs increased by over $68,000 per hectare 
from 2004-2010. Research provided in July 2015 has identified this cost has further inflated to over 
$212,500 per hectare or $14,250 per lot.  

Looking at the taxes and charges applied to greenfield development, research undertaken by Urban 
Enterprise estimates an overall cost of approximately $36,000 per lot. This amount included the 
following tax and charges: Developer Contribution Plans (DCP); Growth Area Infrastructure Charges 
(GAIC); Drainage Schemes; Stamp Duty; Open Space; Water; Land Tax; Sewerage; Biodiversity; and 
Council rates.  
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Most recently, research provided by Charter Keck Cramer (Appendix A), identified that the average 
estate costs from developer charges for current active estates is approximately $31,200 per lot. This 
amount only included the cost of GAIC, DCP, Community Levy, and Drainage charges. Furthermore, 
Charter Keck identified that the development charge costs for future estates will be around $51,350. 
This does not take into consideration the considerable high standard levy amounts currently proposed 
by the Department. 

Considering the latest National Land Supply Program (NLSP) identified that 19,000 lots are expected to 
be sold in 2015, the supply of those lots during 2015 will amount to approximately $684 million in tax 
and charges or $592.8 million in infrastructure charges alone. 

In 2011, re the Productivity Commission’s Performance Benchmarking of Australian Business Regulation: 
Planning, Zoning and Development Assessments, infrastructure charges for infill development in Victoria 
amount to approximately $1,609 per dwelling and $11,000 per dwelling for greenfield development.   In 
majority of circumstances, the cost of providing infrastructure for greenfield development is greater 
than it is for infill development. However, the Institute are currently unaware of any studies which 
identifies the cost of greenfield development being so much greater that it justifies a cost difference 
ratio of 6.8:1. 

The above figures demonstrate that greenfield development contributes a significant amount of funding 
towards infrastructure. However, it is currently difficult to demonstrate how much of the tax and 
charges obtained go toward the timely and adequate provision of infrastructure within Melbourne’s 
growth areas. Recent experiences with GAIC, where only 5.5% of GAIC receipts have been paid out to 
growth areas suggest problems with appropriately allocating funding within key growth areas.  
Furthermore, Plan Melbourne Refresh’s Background Paper 1: Managing Growth – Infrastructure for 
Melbourne’s Outer Suburbs does not identify funding allocations equalling the amount expected to be 
obtained in this year alone. 

 

4. 25 dwellings per hectare  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

In pursuit of a compact city form and to extend the supply life of land within the UGB, the Plan 
Melbourne Refresh discussion paper proposes to: 

Investigate a mechanism to manage the sequence and density of the remaining 
Precinct Structure Plans based on land supply needs. 

While the discussion paper doesn’t specifically commit to delivering a proposed density, 
Recommendation 2.2.5-4 from the MAC report recommends the following: 

Amend the Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines and State Planning Policy Framework 
mandating greater housing diversity and minimum dwelling density in the urban growth areas of 
25 dwellings per net hectare for residential areas to meet the needs of all household types. The 
amended Guidelines are to ensure the retention of large allotments in appropriate locations to 
accommodate higher density housing. 
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Industry Position 

The proposed recommendation of 25 dwellings per hectare is intended to provide greater housing 
diversity to meet the needs of all households. However, in broadening the scope of providing housing to 
meet the needs of all households, the MAC ignores the housing needs of the specific greenfield market. 
In doing so the MAC report fails to recognise the market preferences of the greenfield market and 
whether a density of 25 dwellings per hectare can provide the housing they want and need.  

Additionally, in proposing the 25 dwellings per hectare, the MAC report assumes that greenfield 
development is low density and fails to represent an efficient use of land. However, a review of the 
densities achieved from dispersed infill development and greenfield development revealed a higher 
density achieved amongst greenfield development. 

Some of the unintended consequences of a 25 dwellings per hectare density were not given 
consideration in the MAC report. These include impacts on the provision of services and limitations to 
the future evolution of the neighbourhood. 

 

Recommendations 

1. To provide the level of housing choice, diversity and affordability that the growing population needs 
and demands, The Institute recommends that through Plan Melbourne 2016, the government 
commits to:  

 ensuring all future PSPs base densities on meeting the demands of the area’s sub-market, 
committing to increased densities only where appropriate market research demonstrates a 
market preference; 

 allowing a density equal to or greater than 18 dwellings per hectare is only considered in 
specific locations where: there is a mature market; land is located within close proximity to 
transport corridors; research demonstrates a market preference for a denser product; and 
service providers are consulted regarding the affordable provision of services; 

 increasing the densities of dispersed infill development, and the policy approaches that will 
remove barriers and facilitate higher densities; and 

 recognising that greenfield development today provides redevelopment opportunities 
tomorrow  and that lower density development within greenfield development will provide 
better redevelopment opportunities in the future. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

Choice, diversity and responsiveness 

The Government should avoid introducing overly simplistic and prescriptive policy approaches that seek 
to restrict the capacity of development industry to evolve and adapt to better meet consumer and 
community demand. 
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Currently, the master plan approach applied to many greenfield developments allow for distribution of 
housing types to be attuned both to market preferences, the characteristics of each site and the location 
of activity centres, public transport routes, parks, etc. The pace of ongoing change will be governed by 
cost trends, market preferences and community acceptance. 

Investigating the impact density can have on the type of housing that can be provided under different 
density scenarios, the Dennis Family Corporation commissioned Warren Lee Urban Design to provide 
some scenarios (Appendix D). The Residential Density Study looked at the housing types that would 
likely eventuate from a density requirement of 15 dwellings per hectare, 18 dwellings per hectare and 
25 dwellings per hectare.  

The study identified that a shift from 15 dwellings per hectare to 18 dwellings per hectare will decrease 
the average lot size from 460m2 to 385m2, with the number of lots at more than 450m2 decreasing 
from 310 (40%) to 125 lots (13%). While it is acknowledged that there may be benefits in the greater 
accessibility of services within a defined area, it would significantly reduce housing choice. Furthermore, 
the increased density and smaller lot sizes would require significant re-adjustments to housing products 
and market preferences. 

Looking further towards a density of 25 dwellings per hectare, townhouses and walk-up apartments will 
become the norm, representing 55% of dwelling types. Additionally, conventional lots with a size 
between 300m2 to 500m2 would only be an option for 25% of house buyers. A broad density 
requirement of 25 dwellings per hectare reduces choice, removes diversity of product, and takes away 
the industry’s ability to respond to market preferences. 

At 15 dwellings per hectare developers have some flexibility to provide larger lots provided they also 
provide some smaller lots/ townhouses/ apartments. Under this scenario, the developer is able to 
assess the specific market preferences within a locality and adjust their product offerings accordingly. 
While the Small Lot Housing Code has helped facilitate housing to be developed on lots less than 300m2, 
these are still a low percentage of the market overall. 

In circumstances where the estate is mature and/or there is a high level of amenity and/or transport 
linkages, the market can be accepting of apartment products. Delivered as part of a master planned 
community, the diversity of product and the vibrancy that denser products bring is recognized as 
delivering a better outcome in the longer term for residents. 

However, enforcing greater density requirements, particularly without consideration of market 
expectation could have the unintended consequence of reducing production. Should the requirements 
make it difficult to continue with producing a product that meets market expectations, the result would 
be an undermining of development viability and a fall in production levels. Both of which will affect the 
supply and affordability of housing. 
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Established vs Greenfield 

A decade ago, growth area subdivisions were typically produced at 12 dwellings per hectare. Growth 
areas now are as dense or denser that many of the established middle and outer ring suburbs in 
Melbourne.  

The below map illustrates how a large proportion of existing residential stock densities are equal to, or 
less dense that what is currently constructed across the broad hectare component of the growth area 
municipalities. 
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Furthermore, greenfield development densities are steadily increasing, whilst the development densities 
across dispersed infill middle ring suburbs have remained relatively constant and have recently shown a 
decrease in density yield. 

 

 

As illustrated above, the densities produced by greenfield development is already a more efficient use of 
land than current dispersed infill development. Further investigation is needed to identify how infill 
development can produce densities more appropriate to their location and accessibility to jobs and 
services. 

 

Infrastructure and servicing 

As highlighted in the Residential Density Study, a density of 25 dwellings per hectare will not only 
require a revision of housing products and market preferences, but will also require a revision of 
development standards and practices.  For example: 

 Standard streets would need to be wider taking up a higher proportion of the land budget, 
resulting in increased land and civil construction costs per dwelling; 

 Street elevations/ blocks would be more intense and continuous, resulting in a need for 
finer grain of lanes and street types that is currently approvable; 

 Parks will need to be much more widely distributed and more accessible, resulting in the 
need for smaller parks than what is currently approvable; and 
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 Other land uses such as recreation reserves, schools, town centres, community facilities, etc. 
would need to be reviewed to achieve better accessibility across the catchment and to 
ensure a more efficient use of land for such uses. 

All of the above would result in a higher cost of development per hectare delivering a housing product 
which may not meet market preferences. Such a scenario also increases the risk profile for greenfield 
development which is then reflected in the required rate of return to inform investment decisions. 

Service providers including water authorities and electricity providers have identified that smaller lot 
frontages and narrower streets are making it difficult to find space within the road reserve to distribute 
underground services to properties. Furthermore, it is restricting the ability for planting of trees in new 
urban streets.  

Higher densities without consideration of the practical requirements for the areas to be liveable will see 
a lack of permeable surfaces and heat island effects within new suburbs. In addition to understanding 
market preferences and product viability, further consideration is needed to understand the practical 
issues higher densities in new development will have on serviceability and there costs. 

 

Evolution of suburbs 

Highlighted earlier in the submission, older parts of Melbourne have an average density of 
approximately 12 dwellings per hectare, varying between 8 and 10 dwellings per hectare. The exception 
include older inner city localities where a higher density is being generated through redevelopment. 

Acknowledging that new suburbs today are the new redevelopment sites of tomorrow, Plan Melbourne 
2016 should recognise the evolution of suburbs and the features within old suburbs which make 
redevelopment more achievable. 

Applying a density of 25 dwellings per hectare can have the unintended consequence of removing 
redevelopment opportunities in the future.  

 

5. Unlocking established areas  

Plan Melbourne Refresh: 

Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper highlights the need for metropolitan planning to focus on 
unlocking housing supply in established areas, particularly within areas specifically targeted for growth 
and intensification. In delivering this outcome, the discussion paper recommends the following: 

Introducing planning reforms and new tools to support the ongoing renewal of established 
areas. This could include lot consolidation incentives, reforms to the planning scheme 
amendment process and codified planning processes. 
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Industry Position 

To establish a compact city, the most appropriate policy approach is to better facilitate the desired built 
form outcome. Introducing planning reforms and tools to support the ongoing renewal of established 
areas is considered to be an appropriate policy approach. 

However, further detail is required around how the Government proposes to implement policies to 
facilitate renewal of established areas. To successfully facilitate the desired built form outcome, both 
state and local government need to obtain a better level of understanding over the commercial realities 
of development and the costs and barriers to infill development.  

 

Recommendations 

1. While the Institute broadly supports the following initiatives identified in the Plan Melbourne 
Refresh discussion paper, further detail is needed to provide an evidence base for: 

 lot consolidation incentives; 

 reforms to the planning scheme amendment process; and 

 codified planning processes. 

2. To assist in identifying measures to better facilitate the development of established areas in 
appropriate locations, the Institute recommends that Plan Melbourne 2016: 

 commit to a detailed review of planning and approval procedures in infill areas and 
implement measures for simplifying and speeding up the development process; 

 remove statements such as ‘Protecting the suburbs’ which maybe falsely perceived as 
locking suburbs away from development. Replace with, facilitating growth of 
established suburbs; 

 commit to the development and delivery of mechanisms for land assembly in 
consultation with the urban development industry; 

 commit to the use of feasibility testing to ensure that the built form outcome required 
by redevelopment provisions can be practically delivered; and 

 consider allowing in specific locations development of 2 dwellings per lot to be 
considered ‘as of right’ development, requiring only a building permit to commence. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

As identified in our response to the 70/30 target for established/ growth, developing a policy response 
to better facilitate development within established areas, requires an understanding of the costs and 
barriers to infill development. Without going through the list of costs and barriers to infill development, 
the three following barriers are continually mentioned by industry stakeholders and government. They 
include: 

 Management of community expectations; 
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 Planning approval processes; 

 Multiple fragmented ownership. 

To achieve density consolidated around infrastructure, centres and amenities, local government 
authorities usually need to overcome opposition from a range of local interest groups and those that are 
uncertain about the impact that change will have on their lives. 

Precinct scale redevelopment, and the detailed visioning that normally accompanies such an exercise 
would provide greater clarity for the community about the benefits that can be accrued from high 
density living. For example, density delivers the commercial precursor to the cafes, restaurants and 
entertainment communities prefer to have access to.  

Blanket and meaningless statements such as ‘protecting the suburbs’ do not help manage community 
expectations.  

Planning controls within a number of overlays and zones can be counterproductive to the delivery of the 
type of development intended for a specific area. Simplification of planning instruments, greater 
streamlining of the planning process and government decision making needs to occur in inner and 
middle suburbs. 

Multiple (fragmented) ownership in infill areas also presents significant challenges to precinct based 
density, such as co-ordination of design, infrastructure, access, servicing and delivery, as well as having 
all landowners as willing participants.  

For any government policy approach to be successful in facilitating infill development, there needs to 
be: 

 Clarity of policy that allows significant community input into the planning process, but does not 
impede development which is generally consistent with the agreed outcomes; 

 A commitment by all government agencies to meet specific timeframes and reduce the cost of 
time delays; 

 Mechanisms for land assembly, including state government policy guidance in relation to split 
zoning of sites; 

 Better understanding of the commercial viability of locations and the practical delivery of 
building typologies (i.e. Specific provisions such as height, setbacks, etc. may reduce the viability 
of redevelopment for a site. Provisions for redevelopment of established areas must be put 
through a feasibility test.) 

 

6. Affordable housing  

Plan Melbourne Refresh: 

One of the main focuses of the Plan Melbourne Refresh process, the discussion paper seeks to identify 
ways in which affordable housing can be delivered. The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper 
recommends that Plan Melbourne 2016: 
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Affirm that the Minister for Planning should be the responsible authority for social housing planning 
applications recommended by the Director of Housing (and include definitions of housing 
affordability and social and affordable housing in planning schemes). 

Introduce expedited planning approvals processes for selected social housing projects, including 
modified third-party appeal rights. 

Consider introducing planning tools that mandate or facilitate or provide incentives to increase social 
and affordable housing supply 

Evaluate the pilot affordable housing initiative on land sold by government to determine whether to 
extend this to other suitable land sold by government. 

Identify planning scheme requirements that could be waived or reduced without compromising the 
amenity of social and affordable housing or neighbouring properties. 

Plan Melbourne Refresh also identified housing affordability as a key concept that needs to be better 
explained throughout Plan Melbourne 2016. The discussion paper recommends the following: 

Strengthen housing affordability and choice as a key concept and better explain the key linkages 
throughout Plan Melbourne 2016. 

The discussion paper identified a range of possible planning mechanisms to facilitate social and 
affordable housing, including: mandatory inclusionary housing obligations that require developments to 
contribute dwellings or land or money; development incentives such as additional building height and 
reduced building setbacks; voluntary negotiated agreements; various forms of impact mitigation; 
approval process advantages and cost reduction strategies; and developing surplus or underutilised 
government sites. 

Furthermore, it was identified that Victoria’s planning system does not effectively facilitate the 
development of social and affordable housing in a number of critical ways:  

 There is insufficient explicit support for social and affordable housing in the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987 and the SPPF  

 Planning legislation lacks a clear definition of affordable housing  

 There is no clearly defined shortfall of social and affordable housing for suburbs, municipalities 
and the metropolitan area making it difficult to draw a nexus between the need for affordable 
housing and the level of contribution sought. 

Seeking to provide clarity around affordable housing, the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper 
affordable housing as: Housing where the cost (rent or mortgage payments) is no more than 30 per cent 
of gross income for households in the bottom two quintiles of area (i.e. Greater Melbourne) median 
income 

 

Industry Position 

Acknowledging that housing affordability issues cannot be addressed through land and dwelling supply 
alone, the Institute generally supports the need to provide affordable housing and the role that the 
private sector will play. 
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However, it is the Institute’s position that the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper needs to better 
address housing affordability with much of its focus only on achieving the delivery of affordable housing. 
In ignoring the role that supply has on affordability, Plan Melbourne fails to recognise the 
recommendations that will have an impact on affordability. 

To address affordability, Plan Melbourne needs to not only define affordable housing, but also define 
housing affordability and the role of government and the private sector in addressing affordability. 

 

Recommendations 

1. Plan Melbourne 2016 must commit to: 

 defining the broader definition of housing affordability and how it differs from 
‘affordable housing’ in scope and delivery; 

 the development of a housing affordability impact assessment processes to be applied 
to all planning provisions (current or proposed) and planning scheme amendments; 

 a program of PSP  preparation that will ensure a continual supply of land to cater for 25 
years of household demand based on market trend, not desired built form/ planning 
outcome; 

 the inclusion of mechanisms to ensure at least 50 years supply of land within the UGB 
based on market trends, not desired built form/ panning outcome; and 

 recognising that the development industry, in part, has responsibility to maintaining 
housing affordability and that future housing supply requirements is dependent on 
private capital which is impacted by a broader range of market forces that need to be 
understood by policy makers. 

2. In delivering affordable housing, any approach identified within Plan Melbourne 2016 must take 
the following principles into consideration:   

 the delivery of affordable housing is recognised by all levels of government and the 
private sector as productive infrastructure; 

 the role of government is to facilitate private investment, enable housing supply, and to 
support households that cannot participate in the market with appropriate and targeted 
subsidy and support. A broad range of housing affordability approaches are required to 
meet affordable housing need and deliver inclusive community outcomes; 

 any policy that requires the sector to deliver affordable housing must be underpinned 
by an understanding of the market context, development feasibility and financing, and 
the principles of risk adjusted return and must not materially inhibit private investment 
or reduce housing affordability; and 

 further consideration of the potential application of inclusionary provisions should be 
undertaken in partnership with the development sector and the not for profit housing 
sector who will ultimately be responsible for delivery. 
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Note: The above principles may change after wider industry discussions have been able to occur to 
come to a final set of principles for delivering affordable housing. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

Affordable Housing and Housing Affordability 

While the MAC report cites that Plan Melbourne 2014 places too much emphasis on supply as the driver 
for housing affordability, the Plan Melbourne Refresh places little to no emphasis on the importance of 
supply in addressing affordability. 

There is a distinct difference between affordable housing and housing affordability. While affordable 
housing focuses on the delivery of housing at a specific cost to specific household, housing affordability 
targets reducing the cost of housing for the entire population. 

As a number of the recommendations discussed earlier in this submission have the potential to impact 
housing affordability, it appears that the lines between affordable housing and housing affordability 
have been blurred. 

Furthermore, the MAC report and Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper do not appear to draw the 
line between the reduction in housing affordability and the increased need for affordable housing. 

 

Delivery of Affordable Housing 

Acknowledging that both the private and public sector will have a role to play in the supply of affordable 
housing, the Institute have put together an Inclusionary provisions working group to identify how 
affordable housing can best be delivered. 

After reviewing the principles, the Institute have adapted principles for inclusionary provisions adopted 
by the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) and Common Equity Housing. These are a draft principles 
may change once the Institute’s working group has been able to review and adopt:  

 The delivery of affordable housing is recognised by all levels of government and the 
private sector as productive infrastructure; 

 The role of government is to facilitate private investment, enable housing supply, and to 
support households that cannot participate in the market with appropriate and targeted 
subsidy and support. A broad range of housing affordability approaches are required to 
meet affordable housing need and deliver inclusive community outcomes; 

 Any policy that requires the sector to deliver affordable housing must be underpinned 
by an understanding of the market context, development feasibility and financing, and 
the principles of risk adjusted return and must not materially inhibit private investment 
or reduce housing affordability; 

 Further consideration of the potential application of inclusionary provisions should be 
undertaken in partnership with the development sector and the not for profit housing 
sector who will ultimately be responsible for delivery. 
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7. Residential Planning Zones  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper seeks to recognise the role of reformed residential zones 
in delivering diversity. Recognising this, the discussion paper seeks input to: 

Clarify the action to apply the Neighbourhood Residential Zone to at least 50 per cent 
of residential land by: 

 Deleting the action and replacing it with a direction that clarifies how the residential 
zones should be applied to respect valued character and deliver housing diversity; or 

 Retain at least 50 per cent as a guide but expand the criteria to be applied in 
variations between municipalities. 

The discussion paper also recognises that an independent review of the implementation of the 
Reformed Residential Zones is currently underway. 

 

Industry Position 

How the residential planning zones have been applied, particularly in specific local government areas is 
one of the barriers to delivering higher densities within areas with a high level of access to jobs and 
services.  

Furthermore, in locations where modest growth is recommended other barriers have presented 
themselves due to the conflict growth can be perceived to have with neighbourhood character. As a 
result, the implementation of schedules which limit growth opportunities or affect the feasibility of 
redevelopment are supported based on the argument they maintain neighbourhood character. 

 

Recommendations 

1. Plan Melbourne 2016 should remove all references made in Plan Melbourne Refresh to the 
requirement for 50% of land to be within NRZ, and clarify the criteria for the application of the 
residential planning zones. 

2. Plan Melbourne 2016 should commit to a review of the Residential Planning Zones that will: 

 Analyse the consequences of how the residential zones have been implemented across 
Melbourne and the separate sub-markets; 

 Identifies issues around housing choice, affordability, and diversity and base criteria around 
delivering solutions to those issues; 

 Provides stronger guidance on appropriate locational criteria for housing to meet future needs; 
and 

 Ensures a more sub-regional and precinct planning based approach better balances the identity 
of ‘place’ with the need to accommodate a more diverse mix of housing types. This should be 
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articulated through strong, clear strategic growth outcomes within the application of the zones 
over time. 

3. Plan Melbourne 2016 should identify initiatives that will encourage and better facilitate the 
development of townhouses and low rise apartments in the GRZ, and apply Melbourne wide 
schedule for the GRZ to redevelopment opportunities with the GRZ are available across Melbourne. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

On 1 July 2013 new residential zones were introduced in Victoria in an effort to improve the planning 
system so that it is better respond to present day requirements and to give greater clarity about the 
type of development that can be expected in residential areas. 

Now over 18 months since the former Napthine government introduced the changes, the 
implementation of the residential planning zones is argued to be endangering the long term balance of 
new residential growth within Metropolitan Melbourne. More specifically, the over application of the 
NRZ and the various schedules permitted has led to a fragmented and restrictive approach to infill and 
redevelopment outcomes. 

While the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper cites that the application of the NRZ occurs over 
approximately 20% of residential land, it does not recognise any of the following: 

 Despite significant levels of accessibility to jobs and services, local government areas such as 
Glen Eira, Booroondara, Bayside apply the NRZ to more than 70% of their area; and 

 There are over 145 schedules that apply to the GRZ, many which make it difficult or unfeasible 
to achieve redevelopment of the site 

To facilitate increased densities within locations with a high level of accessibility to jobs and services, 
planning controls need to favour change and require require a greater level of rationale for character 
protection. 

Option 40A is preferred. Delete any reference to 50% of land within NRZ, and clarify criteria for 
application of residential zones. 

 

Townhouses and Unit development in residential zones 

Plan Melbourne Refresh states that over 35% of all new dwellings are targeted to be in the form of 
Townhouses and units. However, current provision within established residential development is often 
discouraging of this type of development. While townhouse development is generally supported within 
the GRZ, the current description of the GRZ provides the perception that medium density townhouse 
development are not suitable as they are considered to not be in keeping with the neighbourhood 
character. 

Despite a significant demand for boutique low rise apartment projects within established areas located 
off major roads and shopping strips, the new zones have provided uncertainty in the planning process 
due to the GRZ requiring the keeping with neighbourhood character. 
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As previously stated, there are more than 145 schedules that apply to GRZ, many of which make it 
difficult or unfeasible to achieve redevelopment of sites. The applications of residential zones and their 
schedules are required to be reviewed to better facilitate intended urban redevelopment outcomes. 

 

8. Greyfield and urban renewal  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

In supporting Plan Melbourne Refresh’s focus on ‘unlocking established suburbs’, the discussion paper 
seeks to investigate urban renewal and greyfield development opportunities and the best way to 
facilitate development within those settings. In regard to facilitating urban renewal and greyfield 
development, the discussion paper proposes the following: 

Introduce a policy statement in Plan Melbourne 2016 supporting greyfield renewal and 
investigate planning scheme mechanisms to achieve coordinated and sustainable renewal of 
established suburbs. 

Ensure commercial development opportunities are preserved and early delivery of key transport 
infrastructure in central city urban renewal precincts 

Evaluate whether: 

 New zone(s) are needed for National Employment Clusters and urban renewal areas; 
or 

 Existing zones (and overlays), possibly with standardised schedule templates, 
can provide effective planning frameworks. 

According to the discussion paper, Greyfields are residential areas where the building stock is near or 
ending its physical life and land values make redevelopment attractive. 

It is identified that Greyfield areas are a vision of precinct planned infill that provides local government 
and the community with a framework to better direct and achieve more sustainable outcomes from 
small scale cumulative change in residential areas. 

 

Industry Position 

To establish a compact city, the most appropriate policy approach is to better facilitate the desired built 
form outcome. Introducing planning reforms and tools to support the ongoing renewal of established 
areas is considered to be an appropriate policy approach. 

However, further detail is required around how the Government proposes to implement policies to 
facilitate the renewal of established areas. As highlighted in the discussion paper, it is the market 
choices of households, developers and businesses that determine whether, when and how development 
opportunities are realised.  To facilitate the renewal of established areas, both state and local 
government must identify and understand the commercial and market realities of development and the 
costs and barriers to infill development.  
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Recommendations 

1. The Institute generally supports the facilitation of urban renewal and greyfield development in 
specific locations. However, further detail is required to ensure there are mechanisms in place to 
enable the development industry to deliver housing the market wants in a manner that is conducive 
to housing affordability. 

2. Plan Melbourne 2016 should facilitate urban renewal and greyfield development opportunities 
through the use of existing zones (and overlays) possibly with standardised schedule templates. For 
example the comprehensive development zone is considered to be an existing zone which could be 
tailored for greyfield development or urban renewal areas. 

3. Plan Melbourne 2016 should support the redevelopment of suburbs with post-war housing that 
have no particular heritage significance or landscape setting significance. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

The investigation of planning scheme mechanisms to achieve coordinated and sustainable renewal of 
established suburbs is generally aligned with the Institute’s recommendation for unlocking established 
suburbs. However, facilitation of infill development will require further understanding of the barriers 
and cost of infill development and the of market drivers for the delivery of housing and built form 
outcomes. 

Within greyfield and urban renewal precincts, the early delivery of infrastructure will require 
government commitments and new funding/ delivery models that are not yet fully understood. While 
the delivery of urban growth areas requires further improvements, experiences and lessons can be 
utilised in the implementation of structure plans and delivery of infrastructure items. 

 

9. Sub-regional planning  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper identifies that,  

More focus will be given to the importance of partnership with local government in sub-regional 
planning and the implementation of Plan Melbourne 2016. 

Seeking to achieve the above outcomes, the discussion recommends that Plan Melbourne 2016 must: 

Recognise and reinforce the importance of partnership with local government in sub-regional 
planning and the implementation of Plan Melbourne 2016. 

Identifying a role for sub-regions, the discussion paper recommends that Plan Melbourne 2016: 

Better define and communicate Melbourne’s housing needs by either: 

 Setting housing targets for metropolitan Melbourne and each sub-region relating 
to housing diversity, supply and affordability; or 

 Developing a metropolitan Housing Strategy that includes a Housing Plan which:  
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o Identifies preferred housing outcomes (rather than targets). 

o Specifies key Victorian and local government actions. 

o Includes preferred housing scenarios for sub-regions and defined locations. 

In delivering housing targets, the discussion paper recognises the need for a robust method that 
considers the role of targets and what is practical and achievable. It is identified that as a fist principle, 
targets will need to achieve the population and housing projections of Victoria In Future and that sub-
regional targets cumulatively address metropolitan housing needs. 

 

Industry Position 

A regional planning approach is needed to ensure that the supply off housing within the separate sub-
regions meets the demands and needs of their individual sub-markets. Furthermore, housing targets or 
strategies must allow the industry to be responsive and adapt to any changes within each of the sub-
markets. 

 

Recommendations 

1. More detail is required around how each of the initiatives would be implemented. The Institute is 
supportive of a more sub-regional and precinct planning based approach that better balances the 
identity of ‘place’ with the need to accommodate a more diverse mix of housing types within 
existing suburbs. 

2. Any approach to delivering diversity in housing must not impact on the commercial viability of 
development and should provide enough flexibility to meet specific market demands at the time of 
the development. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

Sub-regional approaches to planning for housing needs are supported by the development industry. As 
identified within our recommendations for residential planning zones, a more sub-regional and precinct 
planning based approach should be developed that better balances the identity of ‘place’ with the need 
to accommodate a more diverse mix of housing types. This should be articulated through strong, clear 
strategic growth outcomes within the application of the zones over time. 

The MPA or potential Victorian Planning Authority should take on a leadership role in directing sub-
regional groups to adequately identify how their region is to supply housing to meet population 
demand. The MPA in consultation with the industry would set the methodology for determining 
feasibility, take-up rates, etc. 

To predetermine housing mix restricts the industry’s ability to flexibly plan for organic growth, 
affordability, aging population and establishment of new markets trends, design and construction. Over 
the past 10 years, the residential industry’s mix of demand has changed radically, bot towards and away 
from density. Different market drivers have effected demand for different mix and dwelling sizes. The 
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recommendation within the MACC report which seeks to applying a Residential Mix Diversity Index is 
not supported. 

One of the dangers of imposing a specific dwelling typology to meet a Residential Mix Diversity Index is 
that it can un-intentionally constrain supply of housing the market demands.  

 

10. Transport corridors  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

Plan Melbourne Refresh intends to provide a long term vision for the network of public transport 
corridors recommending the following action:  

Include the Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN) in Plan Melbourne 2016 

The role of the PPTN is to indicate to planners where greater activity could be accommodated on the 
public transport network. The PPTN includes tram, rail and high-frequency bus routes, including 
SmartBus routes and key transport interchanges. 

The above discussion paper recommendation is the government’s compromised approach to the MAC 
reports Recommendation 10, which state that Plan Melbourne 2016 should: 

Designate a set of strategic public transport corridors that are suited for transit oriented 
development, these being major radial and trunk public transport corridors that connect NEICs, 
join NEICs to the Central City, join NEICs to growth corridors or are corridors already showing 
strong characteristics of transit oriented development. 

The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper states that the above MAC report recommendation is 
outside the scope of the review. 

 

Industry Position 

The Institute is supportive of the MAC reports recommendation to designate a set of strategic public 
transport corridors that are suited for transit oriented development. These strategic corridors have a 
high level of strategic importance in delivering a compact city model. As such, they deserve a certain 
level of certainty that their redevelopment has the support of state and local governments. 

The current approach on strategic transport corridors suggests a lack of commitment to delivering land 
use strategies that facilitate growth in appropriate locations such as transport corridors. 

 

Recommendations 

1. To better facilitate the development of suitable locations for denser development, it is recommend 
that Plan Melbourne 2016 Designate a set of strategic public transport corridors that are suited for 
transit oriented development, these being major radial and trunk public transport corridors that 
connect NEICs, join NEICs to the Central City, join NEICs to growth corridors or are corridors already 
showing strong characteristics of transit oriented development. 
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Detailed Issues and Feedback 

The MAC report recommending adopting ‘transport corridors’ that are suited for transit oriented 
development. However, the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper states that this approach 
represents a modification to the land direction of Plan Melbourne 2014 and is therefore ‘out of scope’. 

As a major initiative for unlocking established areas and for the facilitation of the compact city outcome, 
the governments lack of consideration for the strategic development of ‘transport corridors’ is 
disappointing. 

Plan Melbourne 2016 is intended to be a significant growth management tool for Melbourne for many 
years. Proposing to leave out a significant land use planning strategy until a five year review will be a 
significant failing on Plan Melbourne 2016 and will provide an incomplete planning strategy for 
Melbourne. Future reviews of the Plan should not be earmarked to introduce significant land use 
strategies before the Plan has even been completed. The current approach suggests a lack of 
commitment to delivering land use strategies that facilitate growth in appropriate locations such as 
transport corridors. 

 

11. Planning approval processes  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

A number of initiatives within the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper identifies the need to 
incorporate streamlined planning processes to facilitate specific types of development including 
affordable housing and unlocking established areas.  

While the discussion paper acknowledges that Plan Melbourne 2014 proposes a streamlined codified 
approval process for defined locations as a means of directing population and housing growth to defined 
change areas, the paper recommends the following approach for delivering social housing projects: 

Introduce expedited planning approvals processes for selected social housing projects, including 
modified third-party appeal rights. 

 

Industry Position 

The Institute is supportive of streamlining planning approval processes as an approach to better 
facilitating redevelopment within Melbourne’s inner suburbs. As discussed earlier, one of the reasons 
that Greenfield development is capable of responding to swings in demand is partly due to the detailed 
review of planning and development approval procedures in growth areas and the commitment made 
to implementing recommendations. 

To better facilitate the development of established areas, the Government needs to fully commit to a 
detailed review and the recommendations that it provides for simplifying and speeding up the 
development process. The Institute is of the opinion that the level of commitment needed will take 
political courage and leadership in the face of potential backlash from vocal groups that do not 
represent the majority population nor the future population. 
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Recommendations 

 To streamline the planning approval process, the Institute recommends that Plan Melbourne 2016 
commits to undertaking a systematic review of the planning approval process and the barriers that 
impede intended development forms seeking recommendations to streamline the planning approval 
process. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

More regulation results in higher house prices and different types of planning requirements and 
implementation settings result in different outcomes.  

As cited by AHURI’s research report, Counting the Costs: planning requirements, infrastructure 
contributions, and residential development in Australia, three main categories of costs associated with 
the planning system include: procedural requirements; complying with development standards; and 
fees or charges. Overlaying these are systemic factors that exacerbate the impact of these 
requirements, including uncertain and protracted timeframes, clarity of policy and inter-jurisdictional 
variation in planning standards or procedures. 

When faced with uncertainty and complexity, developers tend to avoid certain local government areas, 
reduce development activity, postpone land acquisition or target higher market segments. To better 
foster development within established areas, systematic changes are required to ensure adequate 
community input is considered without impeding on development which is generally consistent with the 
agreed outcomes 

 

12. Sustainability  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

Plan Melbourne Refresh seeks a more resilient and environmentally sustainable city. Some of the 
initiatives recommended include: 

Introduce the Strategic Environmental Principles in Plan Melbourne 2016 to guide 
implementation of environment, climate change and water initiatives. 

Strengthen high-priority habitat corridors throughout Melbourne and its peri-urban areas to 
improve long-term health of key flora and fauna habitats. 

Adopt strategies to encourage the:  

• Increase of tree canopy, vegetated ground cover and permeable surfaces 
throughout Melbourne  

• Use of Water Sensitive Urban Design and irrigation with various water sources 
to cool the city by providing water features, supporting trees and vegetation. 

Introduce strategies to encourage the uptake of green roofs, facades and walls, as appropriate 
materials used for pavements and buildings with low heat-absorption properties. 
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Seek lead partners in research, property investment or government to facilitate innovative 
demonstration projects in greenfield and urban renewal precincts 

Investigate opportunities in the land use planning system, such as strong supporting planning 
policy, to facilitate the increased uptake of renewable and low-emission energy in Melbourne 
and its peri-urban areas 

Strengthen the structure planning process to facilitate future renewable and low emission energy 
generation technologies in greenfield and urban renewal precincts. 

Strengthen the structure planning process to require consideration of the costs and benefits of 
renewable or low-emission energy options across a precinct. 

Support a Victorian Government integrated planning and building approach to strengthen 
Environmentally Sustainable Design, including consideration of costs and benefits 

 

Industry Position 

Delivering a sustainable city is more than the incorporation of environmental initiatives or strategies. 
The focus on sustainability needs to include both social and economic factors that allow cities to manage 
their growth in a way that maintains or improves living standards. 

To ensure the growth of our city is truly sustainable, commitment is needed to consider all elements of 
sustainability and to create a better balance of how each interrelate. Furthermore, should the 
Government seek ways to make new developments more sustainable, consultation with the 
development industry is needed to understand the commercial, market, and regulatory barriers to 
sustainable development. Focusing on delivering a specific outcome without considering the full scope 
of how development occurs will lead to significant unintended impacts. 

 

Recommendations 

1. In response to some of the specific recommendations within Plan Melbourne Refresh, the Institute 
recommends the following: 

 Change the name of Strategic Environmental Principals to Strategic Sustainability Principles and 
incorporate economic principles that seek to improve housing affordability, economic 
opportunity and access to jobs. 

 Consider expanding the City of Melbourne’s Urban Forest Strategy for other local government 
areas; 

 Implementation of biodiversity conservation is done in a manner that is fair, equitable and 
represents an efficient use of land. 

 Commit to undertaking a review of the commercial, market and regulatory barriers to delivering 
a more sustainable outcome for development (i.e. renewable energy, energy efficiency, etc.) 

 A triple bottom line assessment is undertaken on any proposed ESD requirements, including 
housing affordability, social equality, etc. 
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 In regard to social equality, it needs to be noted that barriers to ownership has a higher 
weighting than lifecycle costs when considering impacts. This is due to the role that ownership 
can have in social equality  

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

As highlighted in the MAC report, native species have demonstrated their capability to adapt to urban 
environments. As such, any provisions seeking to minimise or mitigate the impact of urban development 
on flora and fauna species, particularly within the UGB must apply a balanced approach to biodiversity 
conservation and housing supply. Within established suburbs, the BCS should not be imposed, 
particularly where there is a lack of evidence of biodiversity significance. 

The Strategic Environmental Principles identified in the Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper 
identifies two principles which focus on social not environmental. If it is the intention of the discussion 
paper to introduce a more holistic approach to sustainability, then economic principles also need to be 
considered. 

As there are multiple local governments applying different ESD requirements on development, an 
integrated planning and building approach that applies across Melbourne would be preferred. 
Additionally, transparency is needed regarding when ESD outcomes can be required. The 
implementation of ESD provisions should not occur after a planning permit has been granted. 

The Institute has currently undertaken a review of its committees and their purpose. The extended 
scope of our newly named Sustainable Development committee seeks to encourage and support 
sustainable urban development that generates positive economic, social and environmental outcomes 
and assists in addressing wider sustainability goals within the built environment. Further detail on how 
the government could deliver more sustainable development will be released during the first half of 
2016. 

 

13. 20 minute city  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

Plan Melbourne refresh proposes to remove the concept of an Integrated Economic Triangle and replace 
it with the concept of the polycentric city and 20-minute neighbourhoods. Supporting this outcome, the 
discussion paper proposes to better facilitate the concept by recommending that Plan Melbourne 2016:  

Better define the concepts of the polycentric city and 20-minute neighbourhoods— particularly 
the ability to meet daily (non-work) needs locally, primarily within a 20-minute walk—and 
include the polycentric city as a key concept. 

 

Industry Position 

Currently the concept of the poly centric city and 20 minute neighbourhood requires further detail to 
properly understand its potential opportunities and risks. In general, the Institute supports the concepts 
but requires further information on how the outcome is intended to be delivered. 
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Recommendations 

1. Further detail is required regarding how the polycentric city and 20 minute neighbourhood concepts 
will be delivered. The Institute will only support mechanisms which seek to enable and facilitate 
outcomes which are aligned with the concepts. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

The polycentric city and 20 minute neighbourhood concepts are a positive step for the delivery of a long 
term, high level, spatial plan for Melbourne. However, the concept plan must be easily digestible to the 
general public and assist in communicating other messages such as density, transport, etc. to better 
facilitate development and investment. 

 

14. Code Assessment  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

As an extension of Plan Melbourne Refresh’s commitment to streamlining the planning approval 
process, particularly for development within the established areas, the discussion paper recommends 
that Plan Melbourne 2016: 

Evaluate the merits of code assessment for multi-unit development, taking into account 
the findings from the ‘Better Apartments’ process, to either:  

 Replace ResCode with a codified process for multi-unit ; or 

 Identify ResCode standards that can be codified.  

 

Industry Position 

In concept, the Institute supports a code assessment process for multi-unit development. However, 
further detail is required to evaluate the opportunities and risks associated with the proposed approach. 
Any approach should avoid ignoring market preferences, affordability and the full context of liveability 
(internal, building and locational amenity). 

Any proposed code must recognise the differences between townhouse and low rise and high rise 
apartment living. Furthermore, the implementation of a code should avoid unintentionally impose 
specific dwelling typologies that will impact the range of products that can be provided and/or limits 
availability to a specific demographic due to cost or features. 

 

Recommendations 

1. The institute recommends replacing the ResCode with a codified process for multi-unit 
development. Any process must also consider the following: 

 The differences between townhouses and apartment development; 
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 Market preferences, affordability, and the full context of liveability (internal, building and 
locational amenity) 

 Ensure the process does not impose a specific dwelling typology onto the market;  

 The need for transparency and accountability of decision making; and 

 Only non-compliant elements are subject to planning permit assessments and third party appeal 
rights. 

 

Detailed Issues and Feedback 

A code assessment process for multi-unit development would better facilitate development within 
established areas.  However, due to the different types of multi-unit developments, consideration 
should be given to making a distinction between townhouses and apartments (up to 6 storeys) for code 
assessment purposes. 

A code assessment process will need a system which removes complexity and improves transparency 
and accountability in decision making. To require a permit on the grounds of non-compliance will 
require justification which should be able to be challenged. Furthermore, any element which triggers the 
requirement for a permit will be the focus of the assessment and be the only element subjected to third 
party rights of appeal. 

Any code assessment approach must avoid forcing a dwelling typology due to the impacts that such an 
approach can have of affordability, feasibility, marketability etc. For example, when introduced in 
Western Australia in 1982, the R-codes significantly reduced the provision of multi-unit development in 
all but the top end of the market. This was due to the strict density and plot ratio rules that were applied 
to unit development 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Greenfield Land Supply Availability, Costs & Constraints – Charter Keck Cramer 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Review of Plan Melbourne Refresh – PSA Consulting Australia 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Plan Melbourne Refresh Submission – Spatial Economics 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Dennis Family Corporation, Residential Density Study 
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APPENDIX E 

 

Outer Sydney and Melbourne Land and House Prices – BIS Shrapnel. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The following report provides the initial findings of the review of regional planning and various case studies.  

The review is being undertaken for the UDIA Victoria to provide an evidence base and planning analysis to 

support a submission on Plan Melbourne Refresh.  The analysis focuses on the proposed fixed Urban Growth 

Boundary (UGB) as referenced in Plan Melbourne Refresh and associated policies. 

2. APPROACH 

A review of the metropolitan plans for Melbourne since the inception of the UGB in 2008 has been undertaken 

including Melbourne 2030; Melbourne @ 5 Million; Plan Melbourne 2014 and Plan Melbourne Refresh 

(Appendix 1).  This review has identified five substantive questions for consideration across the three case 

studies: 

1. What is the planning rationale for a permanent Urban Growth Boundary? 

2. What planning criteria are sited to justify amending a UGB? 

3. How is land release for urban development managed? 

4. What planning analysis supports housing targets?  (Infill/Greenfield)?   

5. What externalities have arisen in response to regional planning policies? 

Three different regional plans were identified for a review of their policies on Growth Management: 

 The Regional Plan for SEQ is known as the South East Queensland Regional Plan which was first 

adopted in 2005; 

 The regional plan for Portland, Oregon known as the 2040 Growth Concept and was adopted in 1995. 

Portland has had statutory regional planning since the 1970s and introduced the concept of an Urban 

Growth Boundary in these early stages of regional planning (Oregon Metro 2015). 

 The regional plan for Vancouver, British Columbia is known as the Regional Growth Strategy – Metro 

Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future and was adopted in 2011.  Vancouver has had statutory regional 

planning since the 1970s and first introduced the concept of an “Urban Containment Boundary” in 

1990 (Metro 2015); and 

All three case studies: 

 Have policy and or statutory instruments broadly equivalent to Urban Growth Boundaries as 

referenced in Plan Melbourne Refresh;   

 Are subject to growth pressures; and  

 Have a history of growth management through regional planning.  

The comparative analysis undertaken identified the policy and statutory response from the three case studies 

and was further strengthened through a literature review of academic analysis of regional planning and in 

particular the case studies.  The summary analysis is located in the following section of this report and the 

reviewed literature is listed in Appendix 2.  

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1 WHAT IS THE PLANNING RATIONALE FOR A PERMANENT URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY? 

Melbourne, Victoria (Australia) 

 The UGB was first introduced in the Melbourne 2030 strategy.  The rationale for implementing a UGB 

was to ensure there was sufficient land to meet demand and manage metropolitan growth in an 
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efficient and sustainable manner.  The intention was to make the boundary permanent but no policy 

around this was introduced.  (Department of Infrastructure 2002) 

 Melbourne 2030 identified growth areas within the UGB and green wedge areas to be protected 

outside the UGB.   

 Melbourne @ 5 Million (2008) provided rationale for ensuring that the boundary was reviewed and 

initiated a “logical inclusions” study to include more land within the UGB.  Since this amendment to 

the UGB there have been no further physical changes to the extent of the UGB has occurred. 

(Department of Planning and Community Development 2008) 

 Plan Melbourne 2014 reinstates the rationale for making the UGB permanent UGB including: to limit 

development to its “logical” extent; to protect important “non-urban areas”; and to manage the 

potential negative implications of growth (e.g. congestion, affordability, accessibility, a changing 

climate and rural encroachment). (Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure 2014) 

 Plan Melbourne Refresh reiterates the importance and the rationale for making a permanent UGB.  It 

provides a list of other strategies and policy reviews which will be used to determine policy in the new 

Plan Melbourne 2016 strategy.  These documents range from economic and infrastructure reviews to 

housing, environment and energy review and specific urban design policies (Victorian Government 

2015).  It is unclear as to whether these documents will be able to be used to justify a permanent UGB 

as the strategy only states them and there is no analysis of their outcomes.   

South East Queensland, Queensland (Australia) (South East Queensland Regional Plan) 

 The regional plan for South East Queensland is known as the SEQ Regional Plan 2031. 

 The regional plan does contain a statutory urban footprint which is reviewed and amended as such it 

is not considered permanent. 

 A statutory Urban Footprint (UF) was set in 2005 and provides criteria/principles for consideration of 

amendments and statutory mechanisms for amendment of the UF.  The premise is that there will be 

no amendment in the life of the Plan (i.e. between reviews).  

 The Urban Footprint includes established urban areas and greenfield areas that are broadly suitable 

for future urban development. It incorporates the full range of urban uses, including housing, 

industry, business, infrastructure, community facilities and urban open space. 

 The Urban Footprint defines the extent of urban development to 2031 by using cadastral or other 

clearly defined boundaries. 

 No subdivision below 100Ha and no urban development is supported outside the Urban 

Footprint. 

 The plan includes Identified Growth Areas which identify potential future additions to the UF beyond 

the life of the current document.   

 Economic Development Queensland was established in 2009 and used its powers to identify additional 

growth areas outside of the Urban Footprint.    

Portland, Oregon (USA) (Metro 2015)  

 The regional plan for Portland, Oregon is known as the 2040 Growth Concept.  

 It was adopted in 1995 and contains the regional growth plan for a 50 year period.   

 An Urban Growth Boundary has been established around metro Portland since 1979 and is managed 

by the regional authority “Metro”. 

 The UGB is not a permanent boundary as it is subject to review every 6 years.  

  The intent of the UGB is to: 
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 Protect farms and forests from urban sprawl; and  

 Promote the efficient use of land, public facilities and services inside the boundary. (Oregon 

Metro 2015) 

 Justification for the implementation of the UGB included computer modelling to determine the 

amount of land required to accommodate the rate of sprawl occurring at the time (1980).  It 

illustrated that the rate of growth was unsustainable.  (Metro 2000) 

Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada) (Metro Vancouver 2015) 

 The regional plan for Vancouver is known as the Regional Growth Strategy – Metro Vancouver 2040: 

Shaping Our Future and was adopted in 2011.  

  Vancouver has had statutory regional planning since the 1970s and first introduced the concept of an 

“Urban Containment Boundary” in 1990 which is managed by the regional authority “Metro” (Metro 

Vancouver 2015) 

 The UCB is not a permanent boundary as there is a procedure to amend the boundary within the 

Regional Growth Strategy.   

 The Regional Plan provides the following justification for implementing the UCB including: 

 Reinforces the protection of agricultural, conservation and rural areas, and 

 Provides predictability for locating urban uses, major regional transportation and infrastructure 

investment. 

3.2 WHAT PLANNING CRITERIA ARE SITED TO JUSTIFY AMENDING A UGB? 

Melbourne, Victoria (Australia) 

 Plan Melbourne Refresh is proposing a permanent or fixed UGB. 

 Within Melbourne @ 5 Million, criteria are provided for justification for amending the UGB and 

include:  

 The need to maintain an adequate and competitive land supply to meet future housing needs;  

 Consideration and analysis of population projections;  

 The development capacity of existing urban areas to accommodate projected growth;  

 Longer term urban growth issues including economic and employment opportunities; and  

 Transport investment requirements.  

 The most current Regional Plan, Plan Melbourne Refresh, identifies further criteria for retaining a 

fixed boundary including:    

 Melbourne reaching it “logical extent”;  

 The preservation of green wedge lands for their aesthetic appeal; and  

 Their ability to provide jobs within the agricultural, horticultural and extractive industries.   

 Plan Melbourne Refresh has not as yet determined statutory mechanism to lock or fix the UGB. 

South East Queensland, Queensland (Australia)  

 Urban Footprint was set in 2005, amended in 2006, 2009 and is currently being reviewed in 

2015/2016.  

 Changes have been made in accordance with the process and mechanisms in the regional plan in 

response to factors such as: 

 Land supply analysis; 
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 Population growth; 

 Planning policy regarding land supply and affordability, and 

 More detailed planning and constraints analysis.  

Portland, Oregon (USA) (Metro 2015)  

 Policy is to review the land supply within the UGB every 6 years and amend the boundary if required 

to accommodate 20 years of supply.   

 The Metro Council reviews and reports on the land supply in the Urban Growth Report every six 

years.  Then they prepare a 20 year population and employment forecast.  If required the boundary is 

adjusted to accommodate the growth forecast in the report in collaboration with Councils to ensure 

existing lands within the UGB are being utilised efficiently.  

 Since the adoption of the UGB it has been expanded 3 dozen times.  Most were minor expansions.  6 

large expansions since 1998 have added a total land area of 27,000 acres.   

 State law defines the criteria for including land within the UGB which cover four priorities based on 

existing land use designations of land outside the UGB. High priority lands must be included before 

lower priority lands.  The levels of priority include: :  

 1. Urban reserve land – land outside the UGB already identified for urban land uses to 

accommodate growth for up to 50 years (2060).  Rural reserves are lands where urban 

development cannot occur for up to 50 years.  

 2. Exception land – non resource land which is not designated as either urban or rural 

reserve land.  

 3. Marginal Land – non resource land allows dwelling units on exclusive farm use land.  

 4. Farm or forest land – soil class and forest productivity set further priorities.   

 Metro can expand the UGB at any time to meet immediate needs however extensive criteria must be 

met for this to occur.   

Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada)  

 The Urban Containment Boundary can be amended as part of a Type 2 Amendment (Metro 

Vancouver 2014) which involves a three stage process of assessment and review.  This process 

provides for detailed planning assessment against Metro Vancouver 2040 and includes a public 

submission process (Metro Vancouver 2014).   

 Criteria for amending the boundary include:  

 Redesignate land from one regional land use to another regional land use if the area does 

not exceed 1 hectare;  

 For areas of 3 hectares or less amendments can be made from certain land uses to others 

(more detail within reference document); 

 The amendments must not impede on access to services or infrastructure; 

 At least 8 amendments have been made to the strategy since it was adopted in 2011.  A total of 4 of 

these amendments have involved changes to the UCB.  (Metro Vancouver 2015B).  

3.3 HOW IS LAND RELEASE MANAGED?  

Melbourne, Victoria (Australia) 

 Precinct Structure Plan’s (PSP’s) function as the urban land release mechanisms within the UGB.  

 Urban development is not permissible outside of the UGB.  
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 The development of PSPs can be funded by Council, landowners and developers, the Metropolitan 

Planning Authority (MPA) or other agencies directed to do so by the Minister for Planning.   

 Plan Melbourne Refresh identifies that there are currently 217,320 lots in approved PSPs which is 

sufficient to satisfy current demand to at least 2030 and potentially longer.  

 The Metropolitan Planning Authority’s current policy is to ensure 15 years supply within Zoned land.  

 

South East Queensland, Queensland (Australia)  

 Local Government Planning Schemes are the mechanisms by which areas are zoned and become 

available for development.   

 Councils are required to demonstrate compliance with the SEQ Regional Plan and how 

targets will be achieved by zoning land for development. 

 Within the UF, any developer may bring forward a Development Application.  

 Economic Development QLD also uses their powers to adopt Development Schemes and encourage 

development in specific growth areas.   

 

Portland, Oregon (USA) (Metro 2015)  

 Local governments within Portland manage land and development through their zoning codes. (The 

City of Portland Oregon 2015). 

 Local governments develop strategic plans for the LGAs and then provide policies within 

“Comprehensive Plans” (The City of Portland Oregon 2015). 

 At the metro level the 2040 Growth Concept report was the foundation for developing an Urban 

Growth Management Functional Plan which established requirements and tools to help local 

governments meet the goals of the Growth Concept i.e. tools to guide development of local 

government strategic plans and comprehensive plans.  (Oregon Metro 2015).  

Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada)  

 Local government manages land and development through the development of Regional Context 

Statements which demonstrate how Local Planning Schemes comply with the Regional Growth 

Strategy – Metro Vancouver 2040. (Metro Vancouver 2015). 

 Regional Context Statements determine the location of land use zoning.   

3.4 WHAT PLANNING ANALYSIS SUPPORTS HOUSING TARGETS?  (INFILL/GREENFIELD) 

Melbourne, Victoria (Australia) 

 Plan Melbourne Refresh identifies a 70/30 target. 

 It also states that a prescriptive requirement of 70/30 is not appropriate but that policies 

implemented to influence a balance of 70/30 would be acceptable. 

South East Queensland, Queensland (Australia)  

 Specific infill/greenfield targets identified for each Local Government Area which collectively achieves 

a 50/50 split between Greenfield and Infill dwellings for the entire region. This has transitioned from 

60/40 in 2005 to 50/50 in 2009. 

 Local Government Planning Schemes are required to demonstrate compliance with the SEQ Regional 

Plan and how targets will be achieved.  This includes demonstrating that there is adequate supply 

within the Scheme area to meet both infill/greenfield targets.  
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 In 2005, SEQ introduced a target of 15 lots per hectare for greenfield development. 

 The identification of a 15 lots/Ha. has been broadly successful in marking a change in planning policy 

to higher density.  The identification of a specific number / Ha has however been criticised as being 

too simplistic.  In the SEQ Economic Development Queensland (EDQ) has been able to achieve higher 

residential densities in working with the development industry and production of guidance 

documents such as Res 30. (PDA Guideline no. 1 March 2014) 

Portland, Oregon (USA) (Metro 2015)  

 No specific greenfield/infill targets are identified within the regional plan. 

 Housing projections are reviewed every six years from a regional level.  

 A report is then completed by the Metro Authority which makes an assessment of existing land and 

housing supply and then completed both population and employment forecasts.  These reports are 

called “Urban Growth Reports”.  

 These reports are then used to justify expansions to the UGB or to continue to work collaboratively 

with local councils to review their strategies in order to ensure there is enough land/housing supply to 

accommodate growth. (Oregon Metro 2015).   

 Further investigation is required to determine whether housing targets are included in local 

government plans.   

Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada)  

 There are no specific targets identified within the Regional Plan. 

 Further investigation is required to determine whether housing targets are included in local 

government plans. 

Sydney, NSW (Australia)  

With absence of infill/greenfield targets in most jurisdictions it was determined to undertake focused research 

on this issue alone for Sydney.  Sydney has had a widely reported infill/greenfield target within regional 

planning policy. 

 

 A Sydney housing target of 70/30 infill/greenfield development was established in the City of 

Cities: A Plan for Sydney’s Future document released in December 2005.    

 This policy target has been carried through to the Metropolitan Plan for Sydney 2036 released in 

December 2010.  

 The most recent metropolitan plan is A Plan for Growing Sydney released in December 2014.  

Housing growth targets include greenfield growth to be focused in the North and South West 

“Growth Centres”.  Urban renewal locations are identified in the SEPP (Urban Renewal) 2010 of 

selected through the Priority Precincts program.   

 The plan does not present a 70/30 target.  

 New sub-regional plans developed by Councils in collaboration with the metro commission will 

determine the housing targets for each of the 6 sub-regions.   

 The 70/30 target has been criticised:  

 No evidence base has been provided to determine whether the targets are being fulfilled.  
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4 EXTERNALITIES WHICH HAVE ARISEN IN RESPONSE TO REGIONAL PLANNING POLICIES 

Research has revealed that there are potential impacts of establishing a UGB as a growth management 

response.  Several issues have been identified and are currently being researched.  Preliminary comments are 

provided below.  

Housing Affordability 

 An argument is made for a UGB both having and not having an impact on affordability.   

 Some suggestion that affordability is not affected if UGB is large enough/flexible (Lang 2002).   

 Where UBG is very restrictive, house size must decrease to maintain affordability (Myung-Jin 2006). 

 Other factors relating to house price (construction cost etc) make a direct relationship between UGB 

and price difficult.  

Land Value 

 Some suggestion that land value increases within the UGB and is static or declines outside (Hiramatsu 

2014).   

 Difficult to determine based on how far outside the UGB land is affected and other land/price 

constraints.  

 More certainty is provided for developers/real estate investors (Nelson 1992).   

Social  

 Gentrification has been identified as a direct consequence of the UGB, with some positive 

development outcomes but has the implication of forcing out the lower income earners (Nelson 

1992).  

 There is some suggestion that as a result of increased densities around activity centres leading to 

reduced congestion the welfare or relative socio-economic wellbeing of residents increases 

(Hiramatsu 2014).   

 Increased densities result in the potential to threaten the viability of neighbourhoods. (Nelson 1992) 

Economic Impacts  

 The most direct impact on the urban economy from UGBs is the removal of available land resources 

from the market, which negatively influences the economy (Hiramatsu 2014) 

 The ability of local governments to stage their development allows the more efficient provision of 

infrastructure leading to efficiency in provision as well as development costs (Park & Kwon 2009). 

Environmental  

 Petrol consumption decreases, congestion decreases and pollution decreases where densities 

increase and distances travelled to work reduces (Hiramatsu 2014).   

6. SUMMARY FINDINGS 

1. Within each case study all statutory planning systems provide a mechanism for amending the UGB.  

All UGBs (or variations of) including SEQ, Portland and Vancouver have been expanded/amended 

since they were adopted.     

 

UGBs in all case studies have been subject to routine review and amendment across their lifespan 

which has resulted in multiple amendments and expansions.  These reviews have also resulted in 

areas being specifically excluded due to physical constraints and values.  SEQ provides additional 
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statutory powers through Economic Development Queensland 2012 which enables the Economic 

Development Queensland (EDQ) act outside the controls of the Urban Footprint. 

 

2. In all case studies there are referenced planning criteria for why the UGB has been established.  For 

example, protection of environmental (areas or vulnerable species) and economic values (good 

quality agricultural land) and constraints (flooding).  It has been assumed that in these circumstance 

the UGB or equivalent does represent the logical extent of an urban area. 

 

In all case studies there is also planning policy justification for determining the extent of the boundary 

including efficiency of infrastructure provision; influence the nature of housing provision and more 

compact urban form.  

In SEQ and Portland planning rationale has been provided to support the process to review the 

boundary.  The primary rationales being: 

 A response to growth in population and changing demographics; 

 A requirement for additional land supply to support housing affordability; and  

 A reflection of the natural inclusion of land suitable for urban development.  

 

3. All jurisdictions have comparable land release mechanisms which are primarily but not solely focused 

on new “greenfield” development.  Again SEQ through EDQ provides a mechanism for the State 

government to act outside the SEQ Regional Plan. 

 

4. SEQ is the only case study that provides dwelling targets within the regional plan.  It has both adopted 

and applied these minimum dwelling targets.  These have been set to achieve: 

a. The desired nature and form of housing required across the region to house the future 

population;  

b. Achieve planning outcomes such as urban consolidation; and 

c. The efficient use of land. 

 

5. Potential impacts from the implementation of an Urban Growth Boundary concept for a region are 

widely referenced and analysed. (Refer to Appendix 2 reference list).  Research suggests that 

potential impacts from implementing a UGB are widely contested and include impacts on a range of 

factors including:  

a. Housing affordability.   

b. Land values. 

c. Social implications including gentrification increase in welfare and loss of neighbourhood 

viability.  

d. Economic impacts including influencing the land supply and therefore the greater economy 

and the efficient provision of infrastructure leading to greater efficiency in future use and 

development. 

e. Environmental factors including decreases in petrol consumption, decreases in congestion 

and therefore decreases in pollution. 
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Appendix 1  

Melbourne Regional Planning - History 

Melbourne 2030 

 Released in 2002 

 Metropolitan strategy to manage urban growth within Melbourne up to 2030.   

 Introduced the concept of an UGB which was based on consideration of: 

 Areas with access to high capacity regional PT; 

 Protection of environment/scenic areas;  

 Allowed for future urban development to meet population growth. 

 An “intent” to make the UGB permanent was identified.  

 No infill / Greenfield targets specifically identified.  

Melbourne @ 5 Million 

 Released December 2008. 

 Was an update to Melbourne 2030.   

 The report suggested that the UGB should be subject to review every 5 years in response to updated 

population projections.  

 The report also stated that reviews would not guarantee that the UGB would change.  

 The report identified the need for reviews was based on: 

 In response to rapid an unexpected population growth  

 the need to maintain an adequate and competitive land supply to meet future housing needs;  

 consideration and analysis of population projections;  

 the development capacity of existing urban areas to accommodate projected growth;  

 longer term urban growth issues including economic and employment opportunities; and  

 transport investment requirements.  

 A “Logical Inclusions” study was undertaken to amend the UGB and add areas that had previously been 

excluded and “logically” should be included based on clear town planning grounds. 

 Land Release Policy – Precinct Structure Plans within the UGB.  

 No infill targets specifically identified. 

 Greenfield targets of 15 dwelling / hectare were identified.   

Plan Melbourne 2014 

 Released in 2014. 

 Plan Melbourne 2014 is a 35 year metropolitan Strategy for Melbourne to 2050.   

 The strategy focuses on several issues which have been identified as constraints to the ongoing growth of 

Melbourne including congestion, affordability, accessibility, a changing climate and rural encroachment. 

 Plan Melbourne 2014 directs under Section 6: A State of Cities to ‘deliver a permanent boundary around 

Melbourne’.  

 No change to the physical extent of the UGB was proposed.  

 The justification for the extent of the UGB: 

 protecting key assets and economic opportunities in non-urban areas including significant 

biodiversity, recreational and tourist values;  

 peri-urban areas providing important functions including intensive food production, critical 

transport infrastructure, water catchments and waste management infrastructure;  
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 It also identifies that Melbourne’s outward growth is increasingly constraining access to jobs, 

goods and services;  

 Melbourne is reaching its natural boundaries including mountains, floodplains, productive 

agricultural areas and important natural habitats. 

 Justification for the making the UGB permanent includes:  

 To provide a clear policy signal about long-term urban development options which would 

encourage the redistribution of Victoria’s population to regional areas.     

 Note there is no mention of what statutory mechanism will be used to lock down the UGB. 

 Land Release Policy – Precinct Structure Plans 

 There is no direct reference to a policy or target in terms of a split between infill and growth areas.   

Plan Melbourne Refresh  

 Released in 2015 

 Is a response to the recommendations of the Plan Melbourne Ministerial Advisory Committee Report 

(MAC 2015).   

 In terms of the UGB, Refresh identifies that retaining and making the UGB permanent has bipartisan 

support.   

 It also identifies that the revised version of Plan Melbourne will reaffirm the importance of the UGB and 

more clearly articulate that the UGB will be locked-down or permanent.   

 Refresh provided the following additional justification for preserving green wedge lands / retaining the 

UGB and Refresh identified:  

 Their aesthetic appeal; and  

 Their ability to provide jobs within the agricultural, horticultural and extractive industries.   

 There is no mention of what mechanism will be used to lock down or make the UGB permanent within the 

refresh document.  

 Land Release Policy – Precinct Structure Plans 

 In terms of the 70/30 Split between residential development within infill and growth areas:  

 identifies a need to increase established area housing supply through the use of a 70% Infill / 

30% Greenfield (70/30) target implemented by a number of policies;  

 identifies that Melbourne 2030 originally projected a 70/30 housing supply although this 

projection was not made policy;  

 Identifies that current trends (2015) in housing developments are already achieving a 72/28 

target (Note – statistics based on recent trends only)  

 The report identifies that adopting a prescriptive requirement of 70/30 is not appropriate but 

that policies implemented to achieve the target would be supported.   

 Policies could include:  

 Having greater control of timing and sequencing of greenfield land release;  

 Focus on unlocking housing supply in established areas and/or  

 Identifying planning tools and reforms to boost established area housing supply. 
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Average Estate Development Charges (indexed to $2015) – Metro Melbourne 

METRO MELBOURNE FUTURE AVG. 
DEVELOPMENT 

CHARGES – 
$/HA (GDA) 

FUTURE AVG. 
DEVELOPMENT 

CHARGES – 
$/LOT (TOTAL) 

ACTIVE ESTATE No PSP Applicable $167,800 $17,150 

 PSP Approved $375,700 $38,600 

 TOTAL $303,250 $31,200 

FUTURE SUPPLY PSP Approved $390,500 $39,050 

 PSP Pending $482,350 $63,700 

 Pre-PSP $454,650 $50,000 

 TOTAL $440,100 $51,350 

 

DEVELOPMENT CHARGES includes: GAIC, DCP, Community Levy, Drainage Charges 

 

Average Estate Development Charges (indexed to $2015) – Regional Variations 

  FUTURE AVG. 
DEVELOPMENT CHARGES - 

$/HA (GDA) 

FUTURE AVG. DEVELOPMENT 
CHARGES - $/LOT (TOTAL) 

ACTIVE ESTATE North $268,850 $26,150 

 South East $347,650 $35,000 

 West $296,200 $32,250 

 TOTAL METRO $303,250 $31,200 

FUTURE SUPPLY North $432,250 $57,950 

 South East $423,500 $46,750 

 West $453,800 $47,650 

 TOTAL METRO $440,100 $51,350 

DEVELOPMENT CHARGES includes: GAIC, DCP, Community Levy, Drainage Charges 
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1.0 Introduction
UDIA (Vic) has commissioned Spatial Economics Pty Ltd to undertake:

 An overview of housing construction activity across metropolitan Melbourne by supply type;
 Density characteristics of recent and historic development activity by supply type;
 Adequacy of existing broadhectare land stocks by differing density scenarios; and
 An independent review of Plan Melbourne Refresh in terms of broadhectare residential land

demand and supply implications from a policy perspective.

2.0 Support of the Plan Melbourne Refresh
1. Consultation with UDIA (Vic) supports that there is a need to refresh Plan Melbourne –

while many of the strategic principles included in Plan Melbourne are sound (and
continue strategic directions originally set out in Melbourne 2030 and Melbourne @ 5
Million) there is a lack of clarity in relation to key aspects of the strategy. It does not
adequately address implementation mechanisms/issues, and it did not adequately
address the housing supply and affordability issues facing the Melbourne region.

Consultation with UDIA (Vic) has illustrated agreement with the major themes (especially
providing more diverse and affordable housing and delivering jobs and investment) that the
government has sought to address through the refresh.

The options the discussion paper puts forward for achieving these goals include:

 Establishing a 70/30 target where established areas provide 70% of Melbourne’s
new housing supply with the remaining 30% coming from ‘greenfields’ areas;

 Focussed efforts to unlock housing supplies in established areas particularly
within areas specifically targeted for growth and intensification;

 Identifying planning tools and reforms to boost established area housing
supply;

 Investigating mechanisms for managing the sequencing and density of the
remaining PSPs in Melbourne’s growth areas; and

 Making the current Urban Growth Boundary a fixed limit to future growth
rather than a tool for managing growth.

3.0 Melbourne’s Competitive Advantages
The starting point for the Plan Melbourne Refresh must be reinforcing Melbourne’s advantages as a
place to investment, work and live.

2. A central focus for the Refresh must therefore be to maintain and build upon the
competitive advantages that have seen Melbourne substantially outperform Sydney as
a location for investment and population growth over the past decade or more.

3. Ensuring that the refreshed Plan Melbourne strengthens Melbourne’s competiveness
will be especially important given the challenging economic circumstances now facing
Australia.

The importance of housing supply in reinforcing Melbourne’s competitive edge.

4. Over the last decade or more the Victorian economy has benefitted from strong
population and economic growth in Melbourne.  This strong performance has in part
reflected national population and economic growth.  However, and critically
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importantly, it has also reflected Melbourne’s competitive advantages as a location for
business and residential investment. Sustaining this competitiveness will rely upon the
adoption of sound strategic planning principles for managing ongoing growth and
change in Melbourne.

5. In the context of the Plan Melbourne refresh it is worth restating the key factors that
contribute to Melbourne’s competitive edge.  These include:

 Markedly greater, more diverse and more affordable housing production when
compared to Sydney;

i. From 2001 to 2011 Melbourne produced an average of 23,500 net
additional dwellings per year compared to 16,300 in Sydney.  That is
Sydney has on average produced some 30 percent less new housing a
year.

ii. Its failure to come close to matching Melbourne’s housing supply
performance since 2001 has been the major factor in Sydney’s
escalating housing affordability crisis. The result was a July 2015
median sales price for a house of $630,000 in Melbourne compared to
$921,500 in Sydney. The median unit in Melbourne at July 2015 was
$483,500 compared to $660,000 in Sydney1.

iii. A key explanation of Sydney’s failure to match Melbourne’s
performance in supply of new housing was a misguided state policy of
restricting opportunities for new ‘greenfields’ housing development as a
mechanism for shifting Sydney’s housing supply mix towards more high
density development in established suburbs.  Sydney achieved its target
of 70%+ new housing coming from established suburbs but this was at
the expense of a substantial overall reduction in housing supply.

iv. In this context it is relevant to note that the ABS has recently released
figures on migration to and from Australian cities that shows
that Sydney has been losing as many as 14,900 people every year
while Melbourne and Brisbane have had significant gains.

v. Diverse and affordable housing is not only important for the regions
competitiveness and economic development.  It is also central to
achieving more equitable outcomes – the cost of housing (whether for
rental or purchase) is the biggest component in most household
budgets.

 Melbourne’s acknowledged liveability has also made the city attractive to people
moving from interstate and overseas.  The variety of relatively affordable housing
choices and the legacy of past investments in infrastructure and open space
contribute significantly to that prized liveability.

 In addition, when compared to Sydney, Melbourne has had the advantage a less
physically constrained CBD. This in turn has contributed to more affordable
commercial rents and the ability of the development industry to produce the type of
large floor plate office developments favoured by many major corporations.

1 Core Logic, RP Data.

removed
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For the future there is a risk that excessive reliance upon high-rise housing
development in and adjacent to the CBD could have the unintended consequence of
restricting options for viable ongoing commercial development.  Should this occur it
could seriously weaken this source of competitive advantage.

 Melbourne has also had an assured supply of well-placed and relatively affordable
industrial land; and

 The city’s legacy of far sighted planning for and investment in transport
infrastructure.  This includes both the public transport and road links that
support the growth in major employment clusters and also the port, railway,
freeway and airport infrastructure that has enable Melbourne to claim the
position of Australia’s principal freight hub.

6. Of these sources of competitive advantage the following submission will focus
principally upon housing diversity and affordability and in particular the role of growth
areas in meeting Melbourne’s housing needs.

4.0 The Critical Contribution of Growth Areas for Housing Supply and
Affordability
7. Growth areas have made, and continue to make, a critical contribution to Melbourne’s

housing supply and to the moderation of ongoing pressures on housing affordability.  It
is vital that the Plan Melbourne refresh guards against changes that could undermine
this contribution and repeat the past mistakes made in Sydney’s planning.

8. At present Melbourne’s growth areas account for about one third of Melbourne’s total
housing supply.   The growth areas contribution to total metropolitan housing supply
peaked at more than half of total supply in 2009/2010.

9. Melbourne 2030 set the goal of reducing, over time, greenfields housing to
approximately 30 percent of total housing supply.   For much of the decade following
release of Melbourne 2030 it appeared that this goal was unlikely to be achieved.
However more recently, the trends are more consistent with the Strategy’s aspiration.
It is important that the reasons for these trends are understood.

10. The growth areas share of total metropolitan housing supply initially increased  as
remnant stocks of ‘greenfields’ land within established middle and outer suburbs and on
the urban fringe (outside the growth areas) were used up.   The growth areas
increasingly became Melbourne’s only real option for greenfields development.

11. The increase in the share of new housing coming from the growth areas also reflected a
failure by the Department to address the need for the designation of adequate areas for
infill development/ redevelopment and to streamline planning approval processes in
established areas of Melbourne.

In this regard it is worth highlighting the contrast between the approach taken in the
Growth Areas and in the established suburbs of Melbourne.

In the Growth Areas:

 Government established a specialist agency (the Growth Areas Authority) to
take the lead in the planning and facilitation of development;
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 The GAA undertook a detailed review of planning and development approval
procedures in the Growth Areas with the aim of simplifying and speeding up the
development process;

 The Growth Area Framework Plans and Precinct Structure Planning program
were put in place to ensure a clear strategic framework for residential
development; and

 More recently the GAA led the preparation of the small lot housing code to
facilitate the development of smaller and more affordable housing stock in the
growth areas.

By contrast in established areas of Melbourne:

 The lead in the designation and planning of areas for more intensive development
was left largely to Councils (apart from the relative small areas within designated
Transit Cities);

 There was no equivalent focus on putting in place Precinct Structure Plans (or
Development Plans) to provide certainty regarding development expectations for
both the community and the development industry;

 There was no systematic attempt to streamline development approval processes in
locations where urban renewal/ intensification was considered appropriate; and

 Most recently the application of the new residential zones resulted in the effective
‘locking out’ of the opportunity for development in large parts of established
suburbs.

In these light of the above it is hardly surprising that the target of achieving a 70:30 split in
new housing development between established and growth areas was not achieved.

The lesson of the past decade or more is that the focus going forward needs to be on
facilitating development in appropriate locations in established suburbs and not on
restricting, or making more complex and time consuming, development in the Growth
Areas.

12. It is important to recognise that the Growth Areas have an especially important role
during periods of strong housing demand.  In effect growth area development acts as a
‘surge tank’ during periods of sudden upturn in housing demand. The most recent
example of this ‘surge tank’ role played by the Growth Areas was during the upturn in
housing demand in the early years of the current decade as illustrated by the graph
below. See Appendices A for further details.
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Net Dwelling Change by Supply Type, 2004 to 2012 – metropolitan Melbourne

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd, Housing Development Data.

This is not surprising given that in the Growth Areas an agreed strategic planning
framework is in place. Where proposed development is consistent with the relevant PSP
gaining approvals is relatively simple and quick. In addition in growth areas developers
often have control over large land parcels, have agreed servicing strategies with public
utilities and are better able to accelerate design and development as needed to meet
demand.

By comparison developers in established areas developers are often bogged down in time
consuming processes required to consolidate sites, agree a strategic planning
approach/extent of development with Councils, negotiate service availability and seek
development approvals.

4.1 Housing Affordability
The particular contribution of the Growth Areas to housing affordability

13. The Plan Melbourne Refresh discussion paper states that ‘Plan Melbourne 2016 needs to
articulate long-term land use policies and reforms to meet forecast housing needs and
expand housing choice and affordability’ and that ‘boosting housing choice for all
households will have significant social and economic benefits for individuals and all
Victorians’.

The following submission agrees that this needs to be a central focus of the Plan Melbourne
Refresh.

14. While the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper pays particular attention to the role
of social housing it is equally important that the Refresh address the measures
necessary to ensure the ongoing affordability of the much greater volume of housing
provided through the private market.

15. The Growth Areas produce some of the Melbourne regions most affordable housing –
both in terms of cost per square metre of housing and also in terms of the total
purchase price.
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16. It is still possible to purchase a range of ‘entry level house and land package’ in
Melbourne’s Growth Areas for less than $340,000 By contrast it is very difficult to find
either detached dwellings or town houses at this price in most of Melbourne’s
established suburbs. In Sydney $340,000 represents only the median sales value of only
the land component.

17. The reasons that the Growth Areas provide such good value include the relatively more
affordable cost of land, the inherent cost advantages of detached housing construction
and the efficiency of the greenfields land development sector and major project home
builders.

18. Growth Area housing is not only among the most affordable in Melbourne in terms of
total purchase price – it also represents the best value for money in terms of cost per
square metre. UDIA (Vic) data on relative purchase prices and costs per square metre
indicates average figures of $1,100 sqm for detached project homes versus $1,500-
$2,000 sqm for townhouses and $2,500-$3,000 sqm for high-rise developments.

19. Over recent years the need to meet the changing needs of home buyers and contain the
price of new dwellings has seen the development industry in the Growth Areas respond
by providing a range of smaller lots and houses.  Median lot sizes produced in the
Growth Areas (including Mitchell) have fallen from 549 sqm in 2006 to 419 sqm at
September 2015.

Smaller lots and dwellings in the Growth Areas are typically developed as part of well-
planned mixed communities where access to local open space can in part compensate for
the reduction in private open space.

20. It is sometimes argued that the relative affordability of new housing in the Growth
Areas is illusory – that such areas may provide ‘affordable housing’ but not ‘affordable
living’.  Those making such claims sometimes go on to suggest that the decisions of
households to purchase detached housing in the Growth Areas reflects a failure to
provide alternatives by the development industry.

Such claims misunderstand the trade-offs that purchasers choose to make – for a significant
segment of consumers a detached house or townhouse in a growth area provides the best
compromise in terms of space, lifestyle and access to jobs and services.

A planning strategy should not seek to make such choices on behalf of home buyers and
renters.  It should seek to increase housing options in established parts of Melbourne not
restrict options for development in the growth areas.

21. In any event with a sensible metropolitan planning framework and a far sighted, well
thought out and balanced approach to infrastructure investment (one of the key
shortcomings of Plan Melbourne as originally released) there is no reason why those
choosing to buy or rent in the Growth Areas should not have reasonable access to
facilities, services and to jobs,.

The selection of Melbourne’s Growth Areas reflected the fact that each was either served
by, or had the potential to be served by, heavy rail lines.  The Growth Area Framework Plans
and Precinct Structure Plans incorporate provision for a network of direct bus services
connecting with those rail lines.
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The answer to facilitating ‘affordable living’ is to address the need for a realistic investment
program to improve public transport provision to and in the Growth Areas.  It is not to direct
households to less affordable or suitable housing options in other areas of Melbourne.

22. It also needs to be borne in mind that restricting housing supply in the Growth Areas
and forcing additional housing demand into established parts of Melbourne will be likely
to add to housing affordability problems in established suburbs.

It is basic economics that you cannot increase demand for a commodity (developable land
in established suburbs) without increasing its price unless you put in place steps to ensure a
commensurate increase in supply.  Unfortunately many of those who argue for restricting
Growth Area development seem to ignore this economic truth.

It is urged therefore, that the Government to respond to the strategic arguments for
increasing the share of new housing provided in establishing areas of Melbourne by
addressing the need to facilitate development in such areas and not by restricting
opportunities for greenfields development.

5.0 Development Yields & Housing Mix in the Growth Areas
23. As noted earlier in this submission over the past decade there has been a significant

change in the mix of new dwellings constructed in growth area municipalities.  Average
lot sizes have decreased and there are more small lot dwellings, terraces, townhouses
and apartments being constructed in the Growth Areas.

24. In part this reflects both changes in consumer tastes and the development industry’s
attempt to provide greater housing choice especially at the more affordable end of the
market.

25. In terms of average lot sizes and yields per net developable hectare the pattern is
broadly consistent across the Growth Areas, although the extent of the change varies
somewhat from municipality to municipality in accordance with local market
preferences.

26. For most larger developments this increase in diversity of dwelling types and density
reflects a master-planned approach under which developers are seeking to provide for
mixed communities which can better adapt over time to changing demographic profiles
and housing needs.  The master plan approach allows for the distribution of housing
types to be attuned both to market preferences, the characteristics of each site and the
location of activity centres, public transport routes, parks, etc. Growth area
development is increasingly implementing the neighbourhood principles espoused in
Melbourne 2030, Melbourne @ 5 million and most recently Plan Melbourne.

27. Development in the growth areas is now as dense or denser than many of the
established middle and outer ring suburbs in Melbourne. This is illustrated in the map
below.
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Residential Dwelling Density by Suburb, 2015

Source: Spatial Economics. Housing Development Data, 2004 to September 2015

28. The map illustrates all non-Growth Area municipality’s median residential dwelling density
within the UGB. The suburbs shaded green tones illustrate residential stock densities that
are equal to, or less dense that what is currently constructed across the broadhectare
component of the growth area municipalities. Only established urban area municipalities
within the UGB are illustrated.

29. In addition, greenfield development densities are steadily increasing, whilst development
densities across dispersed infill middle ring suburbs have been relatively constant and have
recently showed decreasing density yields. This is illustrated in the graph below (for further
detail see Appendices B).
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Recently constructed median lot/dwelling density by Supply Type –
metropolitan Melbourne

Source: Spatial Economics. Housing Development Data, 2004 to September 2015

30. In terms of achievement of the aspirations set out past metropolitan planning strategies it is
worth noting that:

 Prior to the launch of the Melbourne 2030 strategy the average yield per net
developable hectare in greenfields development was less than 12 dwellings per
hectare;

 Melbourne 2030 set an aspirational goal of 15 dwellings per hectare;

 It is now common practice for Greenfields development to achieve yields of 17-
18 dwellings per hectare; and

 Some appropriately located developments in the Growth Area are now
achieving yields of closer to 20 dwellings per hectare.

In summary typical yields have increased by approximately 50% and, in cooperation with
planning agencies, the development industry has much more than achieved the aspirational
goals set out in Melbourne 2030.  This has been done without dampening demand or
generating community backlash.

31. The industry expectation is that these trends are likely to continue.  The pace of
ongoing change will be governed by cost trends, market preferences and community
acceptance.

32. It is important that overly simplistic and proscriptive policy approaches do not restrict
the capacity of the development industry to continue to evolve to better meet
consumer and community needs.

Imposing significantly higher across the board mandatory density requirements is at best
likely to be counter-productive.  It would stifle development industry innovation and risk a
community backlash.  At worst, imposition of such a requirement could make it difficult for
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developers to continue to produce a product that meets market expectations with the result
that the viability of developments is undermined and production levels fall.

Such a result would be directly contrary to the Discussion Paper’s aim to improve housing
supply and affordability.

33. As noted above median densities achieved in greenfields development are now as high
as or higher than those in many suburbs that have been established for many years.  If
the Government were to mandate densities such as 25 dwellings per hectare for
development in the Growth Areas (as suggested in the Ministerial Advisory
Committee’s report) this would see them reaching densities more typical of inner ring
suburbs such as Northcote, Fairfield and Moonee Ponds2. In such circumstances it
could be expected that the communities in these new suburbs would demand much
earlier provision of the types of facilities and services typically enjoyed by such inner
ring locations.

6.0 Development Sequencing and the Urban Growth Boundary
34. The Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper states that:

“Directions relating to the UGB will be retained in the State of Cities chapter in Plan Melbourne
2016 to reinforce its importance for protecting rural and non-urban  areas and modified to
clearly state that the existing UGB will be ‘locked down’.”

In its discussion of possible options for implementing a 70/30 split of new housing
development between established suburbs and Growth Areas, the Discussion Paper states
that government might “exercise greater control on the timing and sequencing of Greenfield
land release.  This would involve the establishment of a mechanism to identify the appropriate
timing for the approval and development of the 31 remaining Precinct Structure Plans that are
yet to be approved.”

The Discussion Paper also states that “there are currently 217,000 lots in approved PSPs
which is sufficient to satisfy current demand to at least 2030 and potentially longer.”

35. Given the delays and uncertainties that have occurred over recent years in the
government’s publication of information on metropolitan land and housing
development the UDIA (Vic) commissioned Spatial Economics to assess the current
level of land stocks within the UGB.  This analysis involved a detailed check on recent
Growth Area development trends and estimation of the potential yield from remaining
undeveloped land within the UGB (using yield estimates in published PSPs where
available and assessing yields from areas where PSP’s are yet to be completed on the
basis of a range of assumptions regarding developable areas and yield per net
developable hectare). For details see Appendices C.

The key conclusions from this analysis are:

 Approved PSPs and land zoned for development have a remaining capacity for
approximately 152,000 dwellings;

 This equates to approximately 10 years of growth area housing supply at the
demand levels forecast in VIF 2015;

2 Spatial Economics. Housing Development Data – September 2015
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 In the remaining PSP areas (i.e. those where planning is not yet complete or has
yet to commence) there is an estimated capacity for between 236,000, and
394,000 additional dwellings (depending on whether the estimate is based upon
the current average yield for the relevant growth area or an average of 25
dwellings per net developable hectare); and

 This equates to an additional 15 to 25 years of housing supply.

36. In summary the total remaining capacity within the UGB represents between 387,785
(24 years supply) and 545,196 lots (34 years supply at 25 lots per hectare), at the levels
of growth areas housing demand forecast in VIF 2015. However there are a number of
caveats that need to be attached to these conclusions:

 The years of supply within the UGB might be extended if government is able to
quickly achieve the aspirational 70/30 split between established and growth
area housing starts foreshadowed in the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion
Paper. This is an unlikely outcome and should not be relied upon in making
decisions regarding the future of the UGB;

 The supply estimates set out above assume that all PSP land within the UGB
will be able to be developed when required to meet housing demand.

In fact experience suggests that this will not be the case – within any development
area the rate of development tends to be slow to begin before picking up during the
peak phase of development and then slowing again as development within the area
approaches completion.  This reflects both issues with the cost/practicality of
development of some land parcels and also the tendency for some holders of
broadhectare land to not make their land available for development in the
expectation that ‘holding out’ will result in their achieving higher prices later;

 The likelihood of ‘hold outs’ will almost certainly increase as remaining land
stocks within the UGB are reduced.

This will especially be the case if government announces its intention to make no
future changes to the UGB.  In effect a decision to ‘fix’ the UGB will create an
expectation of continually rising land values (and profits for broadhectare land
holders) and encourage withholding of land from development.   The result will
inevitably be an increase in broadhectare land prices that will flow through to the
cost of housing (and to the cost of government acquisition of land required for
infrastructure and community facilities).

This was the experience in Sydney when the state government operated a de facto
policy of limiting land releases in Sydney’s north-west and south-west growth areas;
and

 The land supply estimates set out above assume that growth area demand will
continue at the steady level assumed by VIF.  In practice this is unlikely to be the
case – both because of the ‘surge tank’ role of the growth areas previously
referred to and also because history proves that metropolitan growth forecasts
are almost invariably wrong.

37. The risks inherent in making long term population and development forecasts are
illustrated in the following graph. This shows ABS forecast and actual population
growth for Victoria from 1998 to 2011. Eighteen separate projections were prepared by
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the Australian Bureau of Statistics, all of which significantly underestimated actual
population growth.

Population projections compared to actual population growth - Victoria

38. From a public policy point of view it would be both unnecessary and very unwise for the
Plan Melbourne Refresh to ‘lock in’ the existing UGB.

A prudent public policy approach would suggest that the UGB should be regularly (at
least twice a decade) reviewed and adjusted where necessary to ensure an adequate
land supply is maintained.  If it is considered necessary, provision could be made for
such reviews to be conducted through an ‘arms-length’ process that ensured that there
was ample opportunity to properly and publicly debate the need for any proposed UGB
change.

39. In the longer term ‘locking down’ the UGB would most likely simply result in some of
the displaced demand jumping to towns outside the UGB (such as Bacchus Marsh) that
do not have plans in place to properly manage and service the growth.  It is difficult to
see how this could be argued to provide a more desirable or sustainable outcome or
benefit government or councils in terms of the supply of infrastructure, facilities and
services.

40. It is believed that overseas experience reinforces these conclusions.  In particular in the
locations most often quoted as supporting the imposition of an inflexible UGB:

 The Portland, Oregon UGB is subject to regular (6 yearly) metropolitan area
wide reviews and smaller UGB adjustments are made where required between
the major reviews.  Portland uses the UGB as a growth management tool not as
a limit to growth; and

 In Vancouver, British Columbia, the UGB has been more inflexible.  This partly
reflects physical constraints (mountains, major rivers, very high value
agricultural land.  However the effect has been to see housing in Vancouver
among the least affordable in Canada.
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41.The Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper also suggests that the government might
impose tighter control on the sequencing of development in the Growth Areas.  The form
that such controls might take is unclear but it seems to be contemplated that government
might deliberately delay the commencement of precinct structure planning for remaining
undeveloped areas within the UGB.

It is cautioned against any attempt by government in such a way to ‘manage the market’ for
housing in the growth areas.   Government (through the Department and/or the MPA) is
unlikely to have the close understanding of market conditions required to successfully
implement such a policy and it is highly likely to have an adverse impact on competition and
hence on housing affordability.

42. There are many factors impacting upon developer decisions regarding where and when
to initiate new developments in the Growth Areas.  Among other things these include:

 The developer’s ability to secure control over a viable parcel or parcels of land
(not all broadhectare landowners are willing to sell to enable development at
the time that planners may think appropriate);

 The availability of key services (such as water and sewerage services) or the cost
of extending such services to the land in question;

 The desire to create multiple development ‘products’ that can serve different
price points or market segments;

 Assumptions regarding the length of time that will be required to complete the
planning of new precincts, organise all necessary approvals and physically
undertake required construction works; and

 The need to respond quickly to unexpected changes - whether upturns or
downturns - in market demand (the ‘surge tank’ role of Growth Area
developments outlined earlier in this submission is relevant to this point).

It is difficult enough for experienced developers (for whom financial survival ultimately
depends upon staying in touch with changing market trends and preferences) to keep
across all these relevant factors.  With the best will in the world it is unrealistic to expect
planning bureaucrats to be sufficiently aware of and responsive to market conditions to
avoid errors and ensure that attempts to ‘sequence’ development in the Growth Areas does
not result in land shortages and unnecessary price increases.

43. The experience of the Department’s earlier approaches to monitoring and managing
growth area land supply backs up the UDIA (Vic)’s concerns on this point - the Department
allowed ‘development ready’ land stocks in the growth areas to dwindle to the point where
land prices were needlessly inflated with a serious adverse impact on housing affordability.

It was only after Government established the Growth Areas Authority and directed it to
commence an accelerated program of PSP preparation that this unnecessary shortage of
developable land was gradually overcome.

44. In addition any attempt to more tightly regulate the sequencing of development will
undoubtedly affect the sales prices of broadhectare land in the Growth Areas.

Deliberately delaying the preparation of precinct structure plans for significant areas within
the Growth Areas will reduce the degree of competition between sellers of broadhectare
land with the result that broadhectare land prices will rise.  Any such rise will be ultimately
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be borne both by the buyers of residential lots and by councils and government agencies
that need to acquire land for infrastructure and community facilities.

45. If the government is concerned about the implications of supposed ‘out of sequence’
development for infrastructure spending it would be better to address this issue by setting
out a Growth Area infrastructure program that reflected its view of a preferred
development sequence that would more than adequately meet the Growth Area demand
projected in VIF.  This would leave developers with scope to propose interim arrangements
for infrastructure provision or funding where necessary to enable them to respond to
market demand.
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Appendices A – Broadhectare Land Supply – Surge Tank
It is widely recognised and acknowledged that a sufficient supply of zoned broadhectare residential
land is required to facilitate an efficient and competitive housing market. Demand for housing
fluctuates primarily due to changes in population levels, of which overseas and internal migration
are the largest factors that can rapidly alter the level of projected demand and therefore actual
housing requirements.

It is imperative that there are sufficient levels of broadhectare residential land stocks to
accommodate existing demand levels and unexpected fluctuations in demand. Graph A summarises
the net change in dwellings across metropolitan Melbourne by supply type from 2004 to 2012,
whilst Table A summarises the proportion of broadhectare and dispersed infill relative to total
dwelling construction.

Broadhectare is defined by the State Governments Urban Development Program and includes
broadhectare stocks in non- growth area municipalities such as Dandenong, Frankston, Brimbank
etc. The analysis does not include Mitchell (Wallan/Beveridge).

From 2005/06 to 2009/10, the expressed demand (net dwelling construction) rapidly increased
across metropolitan Melbourne, increasing from 22,900 dwellings to 35,600 dwellings, a 55%
increase in net dwelling growth. Whereas, within this context of a rapidly increasing demand for
dwellings, dwelling construction remained constant within the established urban areas at around
12,500 dwellings per annum.

Graph A: Net Dwelling Change by Supply Type, 2004 to 2012 – metropolitan Melbourne

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. Housing Development Data 2004 to 2012.

Whereas, broadhectare dwelling construction for this period increased by 97%, increasing from
approximately 10,600 dwellings to 21,000 dwellings.

A sufficient stock of residential broadhectare land is necessary to accommodate increases in
the demand for dwellings – a ‘surge tank’ for the total housing market. The established urban
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area housing market does not have the capacity to absorb rapid short-term increases in demand.
The dispersed infill market is largely characterised by a cottage type industry – which has significant
limitations of industry structure. Large high density projects are limited due to long planning
processes and complex finance arrangements.

Table A: Proportion of Broadhectare versus Dispersed Infill, 2004 to 2012 - Melbourne
2004
to 05

2005
to 06

2006
to 07

2007
to 08

2008
to 09

2009
to 10

2010
to 11

2011
to 12

Broadhectare 42% 46% 49% 55% 57% 59% 49% 41%
Dispersed Infill 34% 33% 33% 33% 25% 26% 32% 34%
Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. Housing Development Data. 2004 to 2012.

The above illustrates the necessity for ample broadhectare residential land stocks to accommodate
rapid and unexpected increases in demand. It also highlights the inherent dangers of restricting
broadhectare supply by artificially restricting supply through central government planned land
release and sequencing, which risks underestimating short-term fluctuations in demand.
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Appendices B – Broadhectare Lot Production & Residential Densities
Spatial Economics collects on annual basis from 2004 to 2014 and quarterly from 2015 the Housing
Development Data (HDD) across metropolitan Melbourne and selected regional centres. The data
provides information on recent changes in housing supply and vacant residential land on a lot by lot
basis. This includes:

 a count of existing dwelling stock;

 location and supply of newly constructed dwellings;

 dwelling densities;

 residential development project yields;

 number and location of demolished dwellings;

 lot production; and

 location and supply of vacant lots.

The HDD collects all dwelling construction activity on an individual lot level, ranging from 1:1
dwelling replacements, backyard subdivisions, broadhectare development, major redevelopments,
high-rise development and even construction across farm land. This fine grain and timely
information allows transparent/evidence based data for policy and strategy formulation.

Broadhectare Lot Production
Data extracted from the HDD illustrates the volume, location and size of all broadhectare lot
construction across metropolitan Melbourne. Information is presented for the Growth Area
municipalities (including Wallan & Beveridge) from 2006 to September 2015.

Graph B1 illustrates the volume of broadhectare residential lots constructed within the Growth Area
municipal areas from 2006 to 2014 (calendar years) and to the September quarter 2015. Residential
lot production has varied significantly over the years, from 2006 to 2014, on average approximately
12,700 lots are constructed. In 2006 approximately 8,500 lots were constructed, increasing by 92%
to 16,356 lots in 2009. In 2011, lot production peaked at 17,224, declining to 12,370 the following
year and a historic low of 7,800 in 2013.

For the 9 months of 2015, there has been 11,737 broadhectare lots constructed.

Graph B1 and Graph B2 summarise the size of broadhectare residential lot construction within
Growth Area municipalities. It is well established that the median/typical residential constructed lot
is declining. Via this audit of all lot /dwelling construction activity, actual trends by location can be
accurately articulated.
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Graph B1: Residential Lot Construction – Growth Area municipalities

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. HDD 2004 to September 2015

Broadhectare Lot Size
Broadhectare residential lots constructed from 2006 to 2015 (Sept) within the growth area
municipalities in terms of size has declined by 23%, from 549 sqm to 419 sqm. The median size of
broadhectare residential lots constructed in 2015 (Sept) range from:

 Whittlesea – 337 sqm;

 Hume – 436 sqm;

 Wyndham – 404 sqm;

 Cardinia – 475 sqm;

 Casey – 429 sqm;

 Melton – 437 sqm; and

 Mitchell (Wallan/Beveridge) – 502 sqm.

Of the residential lots constructed in 2015, 44% were sized less than 400 sqm, compared to 19% in
2006.
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Graph B2: Broadhectare Lot Size Profile, 2015

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. HDD 2004 to September 2015

Broadhectare versus Dispersed Infill Densities
Analysis of data extracted from the HDD (2004 to September 2015) allows the comparison of
residential densities achieved through either lot or dwelling production. Analysis has been
undertaken to measure the median lot/dwelling construction density across metropolitan
Melbourne from 2004 to September 2015 by specific supply type – namely broadhectare (within
growth area municipalities) and dispersed infill (specifically dwelling construction on land zoned R1,
GRZ & NRZ where the project yields less than 10 dwellings).

Graph B3 summarise these results.

In 2005, broadhectare median residential densities was 585 sqm compared to 357s sqm within
dispersed infill locations. In 2015 (to Sept quarter) broadhectare residential densities decreased to
419 sqm - a 28% decline in size. Whilst residential densities within dispersed infill localities,
constructed dwelling density deceased to 305 sqm – a 14% decline.

Interestingly, since the introduction of the new residential zones, dispersed infill development has
decreased in achieved construction densities from 243 sqm, in 2013, to 286 sqm in 2014 and 305
sqm in the 9 months of 2015.
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Graph B2: Dwelling Construction Densities, Broadhectare versus Dispersed Infill

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. HDD 2004 to September 2015

Broadhectare Share Compared to Established Urban Area Construction
Analysis has been undertaken to determine the share of residential construction activity of the HDD
(2004 to 2015 (Sept)) to determine the share of development activity within broadhectare estates
with growth are municipalities only compared to metropolitan Melbourne. Growth Area
municipalities include Wyndham, Melton, Hume, Mitchell (Wallan/Beveridge), Whittlesea, Casey
and Cardinia. The analysis only includes net additional dwellings across Melbourne – not total
dwelling construction i.e. considers 1:1 replacements and demolitions.

Graph B3 summarises the results.

Broadhectare dwelling construction as a share of total net dwelling growth across metropolitan
Melbourne was 35% in 2004 steadily increasing to 53% of all net dwelling construction in 2009. As at
2015 (9 months) broadhectare dwelling construction represented 34% of all net dwelling
construction - virtually the same share as at 2004. However in 2004, there was approximately 9,000
broadhectare dwellings constructed compared to around 12,000 in the 9 months of 2015.

The current share of broadhectare lot construction (within the growth area municipalities) is
currently near the future target of the 70/30 share split as identified within Plan Melbourne Refresh.
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Graph B3: Net Dwelling Growth Share by Supply Type, Melbourne

Source: Spatial Economics Pty Ltd. HDD 2004 to September 2015
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Appendices C – Undeveloped Broadhectare Land Supply Stocks – Years of
Supply
Analysis has been undertaken to establish the undeveloped residential broadhectare land stocks
across the growth area municipalities (including Mitchell) as at September 2015. The base supply
data is sourced from the State Governments 2014 Urban Development Program.  It has been
updated to reflect lot construction activity and changes to the status and yields of any Precinct
Structure Plans (PSPs).

In addition, modelling has been undertaken to establish the likely lot potential based within all non-
completed PSPs with an average development density of 20 and 25 lots per hectare.

Years of supply have been established for each growth area (presented at a regional level) for each
supply scenario. Demand projections are sourced from the State Governments Population,
Household & Dwelling projection – VIF2015.

Broadhectare Land Supply Stocks
The table below summarises by region the estimated total lot yield, this includes:

 Lot yield identified within the  Urban Development Program updated to reflect
development activity to September 2015 (scenario 1);

 Lot yield identified within the  Urban Development Program updated to reflect
development activity to September 2015 – with non-completed PSP areas with an assumed
20 lots per hectare requirement (scenario 2); and

 Lot yield identified within the Urban Development Program updated to reflect
development activity to September 2015 – with non-completed PSP areas with an assumed
25 lots per hectare requirement (scenario 3).

The Regions include:

 West (Wyndham and Melton);
 North (Hume, Mitchell & Whittlesea); and
 South (Casey & Cardinia).

Table C1: Estimated Broadhectare Lot Supply (undeveloped) – September 2015
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

West Region 170,330 206,456 242,574
North Region 133,924 161,010 188,086
South Region 83,531 99,032 114,536
Total Growth Areas 387,785 466,498 545,196
Source: Spatial Economics.

By assuming non-completed PSPs are developed at 20 lots per hectare increases the potential
residential broadhectare supply by nearly 79,000 lots, at 25 lots per hectare 157,000 lots.

Based on projected demand contained in VIF2015, the years of supply across metropolitan
Melbourne for undeveloped residential broadhectare land range from 24 to 34 years. Increasing
densities in non-completed PSPs increase the years of supply by 5 years and by 10 years if densities
are increased to 25 lots per hectare. The table below summarises the years of supply by region and
supply scenario.
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Table C2: Estimated Years Broadhectare lot Supply (undeveloped) – September 2015
Scenario

1
Scenario

2
Scenario

3
South Region 18 21 24
North Region 26 31 36
West region 28 35 41
Total Growth Areas 24 29 34
Source: Spatial Economics.
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Dennis Family Corporation, Residential Density Study 
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Outer Sydney and Melbourne Land and House Prices – BIS Shrapnel. 
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